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If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never
quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at
the maps on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on
the west coast of Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas one of the largest bays in this country - which includes southern part of
the state of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the
south. Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre
mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned in
the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on October 25, 2002, but
actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 kms north of PV.
The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands, thus the
similarities in the climate of the two destinations.

Welcome

AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 350,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average of 300 sunny
days per year. The temperature averages 28°C (82°F) and the
rainy season extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great variety
of animal species such as iguana, guacamaya, deer,
raccoon, etc.
SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses two Marine
National Parks - Los Arcos and the Marieta Islands - where
diving is allowed under certain circumstances but fishing of
any kind is prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit of
the humpback whales, dolphins and manta rays in the winter.
During the summer, sea turtles, a protected species, arrive to
its shores to lay their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly on tourism,
construction and to a lesser degree, on agriculture,
mainly tropical fruit such as mango, papaya, watermelon,
pineapple, guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.
CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal currency in
Mexico although Canadian and American dollars are widely
accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with different routes.
Current fare is $10.00 Pesos per ticket and passengers
must purchase a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined zones of the
town. Do not enter a taxi without agreeing on the price with
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may want
to check the rates usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you
know which restaurant you want to go, do not let the driver
change your mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying more than you
should, in a second-rate establishment! There are 2 kinds
of taxi cabs: those at the airport and the maritime port

that can only be boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates
per passenger. City cabs are yellow or white, and charge by
the ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go downtown,
remember that your fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so
make sure you are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the driver! Note the
number of your taxi in case of any problem, or if you forget
something in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can help
you check it out or lodge a complaint.
Uber has also been available in PV for the past year or so.
Download their app in your smartphone.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is on Central Time,
as is the area of the State of Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the
north to the Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La Cruz
de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho, Punta Mita, etc. North
of Lo De Marcos, Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on
Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the cost of long
distance calls from your hotel room. Some establishments
charge as much as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from the U.S. and
Canada may be programmed for local use, through Telcel and
IUSAcell, the local carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the person you’re calling. Omit
the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 10%-15% of the bill
at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis, waiters, maids,
etc. depending on the service. Some businesses and offices
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later. In
restaurants, it is considered poor manners to present the
check before it is requested, so when you’re ready to leave,
ask «La cuenta, por favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a higher rate
of exchange than the exchange booths (caja de cambio),
though not all offer exchange services to foreigners. Better
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yet, if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds from your
account back home. Try to avoid exchanging money at
your hotel. Traditionally, those offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel is everything
you ever dreamed of, you should experience at least a
little of all that Vallarta has to offer - it is truly a condensed
version of all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa,
were developed. Millions have been spent to ensure that
the original “small town” flavor is maintained downtown, in
the Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a Mexican vacation
must inevitably lead to an encounter with Moctezuma’s
revenge is just that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification of purity for
human consumption. It is one of only two cities in Mexico that
can boast of such accomplishment. True, the quality of the
water tested at the purification plant varies greatly from what
comes out of the tap at the other end. So do be careful. On
the other hand, most large hotels have their own purification
equipment and most restaurants use purified water. If you
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified bottled
water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American tourists often
fall in love with one of the many stray dogs and cats in Vallarta.
Many would like to bring it back with them, but believe that the
laws do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would like to
bring a cat or a dog back home, call the local animal shelter for
more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning would be to take
one of the City Tours offered by the local tour agencies. Before
boarding, make sure you have a map and take note of the
places you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten path.
Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus takes you. And
don’t worry - this is a safe place.

Cover Photo:

“There be turtles at La Isla!”
By Anna Reisman

An Important Notice:
The PVMIRROR wants your views and
comments. Please send them by e-mail to:

avineberg@yahoo.com

PV Mirror es una publicación semanal. Certificados
de licitud de título y contenido en tramite.
Prohibida la reproducción total o parcial de su
contenido, imágenes y/o fotografías sin previa
autorización por escrito del editor.

NOTE:

To Advertisers & Contributors and those with public
interest announcements, the deadline for publication is:

2:00 pm on Monday of the
week prior to publication.
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250 words max, full name,
street or e-mail address and/
or tel. number for verification
purposes only. If you do not
want your name published, we
will respect your wishes. Letters
& articles become the property
of the PVMIRROR and may be
edited and/or condensed for
publication. The articles in this
publication are provided for the
purpose of entertainment and
information only. The PV Mirror
City Paper does not accept
any responsibility or liability
for the content of the articles
on this site or reliance by any
person on the site’s contents.
Any reliance placed on such
information is therefore strictly
at such person’s own risk.

(See location number on Central Map)

Janice Gonzalez

We are all looking forward to this year’s
fundraiser on Saturday, November 24th.
Guests and press representatives will gather
in The Iguana, the gorgeous restaurant
located within Casa Kimberly, the stunning
boutique hotel and former home of Richard
Burton and Elizabeth Taylor located in the
famous “Gringo Gulch”.
Beginning at 6 p.m., attendees will
be treated to cocktails and appetizers
followed by a delicious four-course meal
at 7 o’clock.
Entertainment will be provided by “LA
JOYA DE MEXICO”. There will be many
items available as part of a silent auction,
as well as some special items auctioned off
by the world-renowned charity auctioneer,
John Curley, whom everyone really
enjoyed last year.
Tickets to this annual event are much
sought after and there is
limited seating so don’t
hesitate to get yours. For
tickets or more information,
please contact us at
spcapv@gmail.com
Tickets are $2,950. pesos.
Janice Chatterton has totally
underwritten this event for
the animals. One hundred
percent of the proceeds will
go to the SPCA de PV.
You don’t want to miss out
on this annual gala!
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Following the huge success of the Illumination!
Charity Dinner, Show and Silent Arts Auction at
the stunning Casa Karma last year, we are turning
the lights back on for another Illumination this year.
Illumination II is happening on Friday,
December 7th, 6 to 10 p.m.,
at Casa Karma. www.casakarma.net
This is a charitable event, with all proceeds going
to Pasitos de Luz, a distinguished local charity
that supports single moms or families with limited
resources, that have a child with a disability in
Banderas Bay. Thank you for your support! Learn
more about this beautiful charitable organization at
www.pasitosdeluz.org
Many of last year’s attendees cited Illumination
as the best event they had ever been to and we
have to agree! The setting, dinner, entertainment
and artwork were second to none! So our hands
are tied. We have to bring back Illumination this
year. The event features great food, fantastic
sunsets, first-class entertainment, and amazing art
from high-class artisans. Invite your friends and
loved ones to an unforgettable evening overlooking
Banderas Bay.
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We have updated Illumination for 2018, without
losing what made last year’s so special. We
are delighted to welcome back Canadian Idol
finalist Paul Fracassi. Paul’s outstanding set
of songs by Elvis, Frank Sinatra, Frankie Valli

and other legends got people up on their feet
in 2017. Paul will be performing all the hits
this year! Earlier on in the evening you will be
treated to the sultry flamenco sounds of Esau
Galvan Santos, one of the Bay’s leading guitarists.
Food will be lovingly overseen by Memo Wulff
of award-winning restaurant Barrio Bistro,
alongside chefs from two other top Puerto Vallarta
restaurants, Tintoque and De Cántaro.
We have also opened up our Silent Arts Auction
this year to include photography, sculpture, and
other items, alongside paintings, to whet your
creative appetites. We will be featuring artists from
Mexico as well as international names.
So, what are you waiting for? Tickets cost $1,700.
pesos per person, which includes a three-course meal,
complimentary wine, live entertainment, arts auction,
amazing views and an elegant venue. On top of this,
you will be supporting a fantastic local charity.
For tickets and further details about Illumination
II, please get in touch with Barb Bremner by email
at condo211@yahoo.ca There are only 150 spaces
available for this exclusive evening. We are selling
on a first come first serve basis.

Heather Wilson

A big shoutout to the PV Hilton’s Quality Manager Alma Villalovo, for
going the extra mile to ensure I got my cellphone back after losing it there.
And if you have not seen the new, adults-only Hacienda section of the
resort, which opened in April, it will blow you away with its huge suites,
many pools and restaurants and, most importantly to me, honest staff.
https://www3.hilton.com/en/hotels/jalisco/hilton-puerto-vallarta-resortPVRPVHF/about/the-hacienda.html
Have had several friends report in the past 2+ weeks that when flying into
our Lic. Gustavo Diaz Ordaz airport, their boarding passes referred to it as
Puerto Vallarta Riviera Nayarit International. Some say the name change
was ordered by Mexico’s soon-to-be President Obrador, commonly known
as AMLO. But I can find no mention of an official change. So perhaps it
will take effect when he is inaugurated the first of next month…
A self-professed dancing fool, I am thrilled that our iconic J&B
(pronounced hota bay) recently opened a second location in Emiliano
Zapata! Behind the Hotel Eloisa at 178 Francisco Madero, you’ll find
ballroom, disco and all things Latin - salsa, cumbia, tango, you name it.
Would love to get an enthusiastic group together to check it out!
Facebook: JB Dancing Club Puerto Vallarta
The animal rescue, spay and neuter scene here has improved dramatically
in the past couple of decades, thanks to the contributions of big-hearted
nationals, expats and visitors.
Playing an integral role, Dog For Life rescues and cares for the many
homeless dogs at our municipal animal shelter - truly a labor of love,
walking, feeding, bathing, and socializing them - then finding them forever
homes here and abroad.
To raise much-needed funds, on Monday, November 19th, they will be
selling raffle tickets and announcing the winner of a round-trip ticket for
two to any regularly scheduled WestJet Airlines destination! Add great
musical entertainment and other prizes and you’ve got yourself a party at
Captain Don’s, 126 Honduras in the 5 de diciembre neighbourhood, the fun
starting at 6 p.m.
And please take note that the fabulous Vallarta Eats Food Tours contribute
10% of every online booking to the cause when using the promotional code
dogforlife.
Facebook pages: Dog for Life, Vallarta Eats Food Tours
Then, on Saturday, November 24th, the absolutely outstanding SPCA de
PV gala fundraiser “Evening Under the Stars” happens. To my knowledge,
there’s truly no other event quite as elegant and entertaining, with mariachi,
live and silent auctions (and trust me, this auctioneer will have you in
stitches), exquisite gourmet food …the works! Every single peso of the
proceeds is used to help the animals, and Janice Chatterton is underwriting
the entire affair. The location? The expansive and beautiful Casa Kimberly
at 445 Zaragoza downtown.
Facebook: SPCA Puerto Vallarta
http://casakimberly.com/the-iguana-restaurant-tequila-bar/

Anna Reisman

According to Yahoo!’s front page,
it is raining in PV as I write. I know
that I’ve often mentioned this in the
past, I don’t know where they get
their information… I’m looking out
onto the bay, and there’s not a cloud
in sight.
The other thing that I’ve written
about quite often is my inability to
understand Facebook’s algorithms
when it comes to new “likes”. They
put me in charge of the PV Mirror’s
page, where they’re telling me that
there have been X new likes on any
particular day (which happens every
day, thank goodness!) but… there’s
no change in the total number of
likes. Go figure.
And then there are this municipality’s
authorities who have had a sign
along the southbound highway that
reads “Welcome to Puerto Vallarta,
Population XXX”. So for an entire
decade, the population remained
stagnant at 203,000 or so. As time
went by, one of the numbers fell off,
and now we’re down to 20234 souls.
It was 90,000 when I first moved
down here 24+ years ago, today it is
over 350,000. Maybe they’re waiting
for us to reach half a million people
before they fix that sign…
Did you feel the change in
temperature the past few days,
and nights? Welcome to beautiful
November in the Bay of Banderas!
Not only did I turn off my overhead
fan, but I even considered putting

a blanket on my
bed… I love it.
The time has
come for me to start
attending the super
shows in town this
month. I did get
to see the Bohemian Rhapsody at
La Isla, but still haven’t been able
to get out in the evenings until now.
If you’ve never seen a movie at La
Isla’s VIP cinema yet, treat yourself!
It’s worth it.
Also, if you hurry, you might get
a chance to still see and admire the
incredible chalk paintings in the
main square. The XIII edition of
the Festival Madonnari was held this
past weekend, but we didn’t get any
advance notice of it at the Mirror,
otherwise I’m sure we would have
promoted it in time…
We tried to get in touch with last
year’s manager at Teatro Vallarta to
find out if we were going to get any
opera showings this season, but we
haven’t received any response yet.
Doesn’t look good.
All the local markets are on this
week, including Thursday evening’s
at the Marina. I hope you make time
to visit one or more of them, the
offerings -and the energy- are just
great.
Gotta go for now. Here’s to a great
week, filled with hot sunny days and
nice cool nights! Hasta la próxima
vez. sheis@ymail.com

Remember folks, we’re all just walking one another home,
so let’s enjoy the journey.
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of Banorte, Inbursa, Santander, BanBajío, Gentera
and Regional totaled more than 85.4 billion pesos
(US $4.2 billion). The FTSE index of Mexico’s new
stock exchange BIVA also took a hit yesterday,
closing trade down 5.66%.
The Banks of Mexico Association (ABM) said in
a statement that it would analyze the content of the
Morena proposal in order to identify its reach and
determine the impact it would have on its members.
The bill referenced a study by financial consumer
protection agency Condusef that said that, on
average, 30% of Mexican banks’ revenue comes
from commissions. That percentage, Morena argued
in its proposal, is more than banks in other countries
earn from those charges.
If approved, the legislation would prohibit
banks from charging customers for checking their
account balances, withdrawing cash, requesting past
statements and issuing replacement cards among
other services. Gabriela Siller, a director at Banco
Base, said that the initiative is a sign that the soonto-be ruling party will promote policies that could
have an adverse effect on the private sector.

Several bankers told the news agency Reuters
that the proposal caught them by surprise while the
move also served to further stir fears about López
Obrador’s economic plans. The private sector is
already concerned about the impact that canceling
the Mexico City International Airport project
will have on the economy.
Prominent business leaders last week slammed
the cancellation decision, which came after a public
consultation on the future of the project was held.
“All of this is by the book of what every other leftist
government has done in Latin America: governing
by referendum, then going after the financial
conglomerates,” said Santiago Arias, a portfolio
manager at Credicorp Capital Asset Management.
“There was a hope that Lopez Obrador would be a
little more conscious about how he would approach
the private sector,” he told Reuters.
Following the market reaction to the bank charges
proposal, Senator Monreal stressed that lawmakers
would take business concerns into account.
(Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com,
El Financiero, Reuters, El Economista)

(See location number on Central Map)

Thursday, November 8th was “black Thursday”
on the Mexican stock market when bank stocks
plummeted after senators from president-elect López
Obrador’s Morena party unexpectedly presented a
proposal to curb bank charges.
The Mexican Stock Exchange’s benchmark IPC
index fell 5.81% due to the bank losses, its biggest
single-day decline since August 2011.
Senator Bertha Alicia Caraveo, who presented
the legislative initiative on behalf of Morena upper
house coordinator Ricardo Monreal, said that bank
charges generated income of more than 108 billion
pesos (US $5.3 billion) for Mexican banks last year,
8% more than in 2016. The proposal to stop banks
from charging certain commissions, she explained,
seeks a “fairer” relationship between the banking
sector and Mexican families.
Shares in Banorte suffered the biggest drop, down
11.9% at the close of trading, while Gentera and
Inbursa saw 10.23% and 10.08% wiped off their
market value respectively. The Mexico subsidiary of
Spanish bank Santander slumped 8%.
According to Bloomberg, the combined losses
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Vallarta Voices

77

Revolution Day, el Día de la
Revolución, commemorates the
start of the Mexican Revolution by
Francisco I. Madero in 1910. It is a
statutory national holiday in Mexico,
normally celebrated on the 3rd Monday
of November. The official date is
November 20th, so this year it will be
observed on the 19th. Most workers,
public and private, are entitled to take
the day off with regular pay.
The Mexican Revolution was a
major armed struggle that started with
an uprising led by Madero against
longtime autocrat Porfirio Díaz. The
first of the major revolutions of the
20th century, it was characterized by
several socialist, liberal, anarchist,
populist, and agrarian movements.
It progressed into a protracted and
multi-sided civil war, leading to the
Mexican Constitution of 1917. The
Revolution is generally considered
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to have lasted until 1920.
It
triggered the creation of the National
Revolutionary Party in 1929 (renamed
the Institutional Revolutionary Party
or PRI in 1946). Putting forward a
variety of leaders, the PRI held power
and led the country until the general
election of 2000, fifty-four years.
After Benito Juárez’s death in 1872,
Porfirio Díaz wanted to take over as
Mexico’s leader. The two men were
allies and had fought against the
French in the Battle of Puebla, but
once Juárez rose to power, Díaz tried
to unseat him. Díaz began his reign as
president in 1876, and ruled until 1910
when Francisco I. Madero succeeded
him, taking office in 1911. He worked
to reduce the power of the Catholic
Church and expropriated some of their
large property holdings.
The era of Porfirio Díaz’s
government from 1876–1910 is known

as the Porfiriato. Díaz had a strict “No
Re-election” policy by virtue of which
presidents could not serve consecutive
terms in office. He followed this rule
when he stepped down after his first
term and was succeeded by Manuel
González, one of his underlings. The
new president’s period in office was
marked by corruption and official
incompetence. When Díaz ran in
the next election, he was a welcome
replacement. In future elections, Díaz
would conveniently put aside his
“No Re-election” slogan and ran for
president in every election.
Díaz became the dictator he had
warned the people against. Through
the army (the Rurales) and gangs of
thugs, Diaz frightened people into
voting for him. If bullying citizens
into voting for him failed, he simply
rigged the votes in his favor.
While Díaz’ presidency was
characterized by promotion of
industry and the pacification of the
country, it came at the expense of the
working class, farmers and peasants,
who suffered extreme exploitation.
The economy took a great leap during

the Porfiriato, especially through the
encouragement of construction such
as factories, roads, dams, industries,
and better farms. This resulted in the
rise of an urban proletariat and the
influx of foreign capital (principally
from the US). Progress came at a
price though, since civil liberties
such as freedom of the press were
suspended under the Porfiriato. The
growing influence of the United States
was a constant problem for Díaz, since
a major portion of Mexico’s land had
earlier been lost to the US in the
Mexican-American War.
Wealth, political power, and access
to education were concentrated among
a handful of families, overwhelmingly
of European descent, who controlled
much property in large estates. Most
of the people in Mexico were landless.
Foreign companies, mostly from
the U.K., France, and the U.S., also
exercised power in Mexico.
Díaz changed land reform efforts
started under previous leaders. His
new land laws virtually undid all the
hard work by leaders such as Juárez.
No peasant or farmer could claim the
land he occupied without formal legal
title. Small farmers were helpless
and angry; change of power would be
necessary if Mexico was to continue
being successful. From this cause,
many leaders including Francisco I.
Madero, Francisco (Pancho) Villa,
and Emiliano Zapata would launch a
rebellion against Díaz, escalating into
the eventual Mexican Revolution.

control of Mexico and his administration started
to fall apart. The desire to have him removed was
so great that many natives and different leaders
supported Madero and fought on his side.
In late 1910, revolutionary movements broke out
in response to Madero’s letter. Pascual Orozco along
with Governor Abraham González formed a powerful
military union in the north and
took Mexicali and Chihuahua
City, although they were not
especially committed to Madero.
These victories encouraged other
military and political alliances,
including Pancho Villa. Against
Madero’s wishes, Orozco and
Villa fought for and won Ciudad
Juárez, bordering El Paso, Texas,
along the Rio Grande.
After Madero defeated the weak federal army on
May 21, 1911, he signed the Treaty of Ciudad Juárez
with Diaz. It stated that Díaz would abdicate his
rule and be replaced by Madero. Insisting on a new
election, Madero won overwhelmingly in late 1911.
Some supporters criticized him for appearing weak
by not assuming the presidency and failing to pass
immediate reforms. But Madero established a liberal
democracy and received support from the United States
and popular leaders such as Orozco, Villa, and Zapata.

(See location number on Central Map)

Most historians mark the end of the Porfiriato in
1911 as the beginning of the Mexican Revolution.
Madero decided to run against Díaz in 1910. Diaz
thought he could control the election as he had the
previous seven, and he did not approve of Madero, so
he had him jailed on election day in 1910. Díaz was
announced the winner of the election by a landslide,
providing the initial impetus for
the outbreak of the Revolution.
Madero soon escaped and
fled for a short period of time
to Texas. On October 5, 1910,
Madero issued a “letter from
jail” called the Plan de San Luis
Potosí, with its main slogan “free
suffrage and no re-election.” It
declared the Díaz regime illegal
and called for revolt against Díaz
to overthrow the Porfiriato, starting on November
20. Though Madero’s letter was not a plan for major
socioeconomic revolution, it offered the hope of
change for many disadvantaged Mexicans.
His vague promises of agrarian reforms attracted
many of the peasants throughout Mexico. He was
able to gain much needed support from them in order
to remove Díaz from power. With the support of the
mostly peasant Indians, Madero’s army fought Díaz’s
and had some success. Díaz’s army gradually lost
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Three days of torrential rain brought by Hurricane
Willa last month destroyed crops worth at least 100
million pesos (US $5 million), according to the
mayor of a Jalisco municipality.
Jorge Luis Tello García said that more than 700
hectares of pineapple, papaya, chile, corn, tomatillo
and sorghum crops were damaged by the heavy rain
that fell between October 22 and 24 in Tomatlán, a
coastal municipality south of Puerto Vallarta.
Willa slammed into the coast of southern
Sinaloa on the evening of October 23.
Among the affected farmers in Tomatlán are 20
women who belong to an all-female senior citizens’
agricultural collective that grows pineapples.
Two members, Engracia and Adelina, told the
newspaper El Universal that they lost their entire
four-hectare crop due to the hurricane because they
couldn’t access their land to save it.
“It rained and rained for three days, the rivers
swelled, the roads were cut off . . . We couldn’t
get there until Saturday [October 27], we cut the
pineapples and took them to Guadalajara but they
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were no good, they’d rotted and the market returned
them to us,” Engracia said.
They are among about 1,000 farming families in
the region who lost their crops but have been unable
to access government compensation because state
Civil Protection services ruled that there wasn’t
sufficient damage to declare a state of disaster.

Engracia and Adelina, accompanied by Mayor
Tello García, traveled to Guadalajara to report the
situation to state authorities.
The mayor said he believes that Governor
Aristóteles Sandoval is not aware of the situation
because following past natural disasters, such
as Hurricane Patricia in 2015, assistance was
provided immediately.
“What we want is for them to make insurance
available for the farmers, for them to help us,” Tello
explained. Without government assistance, Adelina
said, the members of the women’s collective won’t
be able to plant more pineapples.
“. . . Half of what we make we share and the other
half we use to produce again but now it’s over,” she
said. Adelina explained proudly that one hectare
of well-tended land can yield up to 80 tonnes of
pineapples. Asked how much the collective had lost
due to the loss of its crop, she responded:
“In money? Well, you do the math, they pay us
five pesos per kilo.”
(Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com, El Universal)

& Madness: I noticed that
since Election Day there’s been no
rhetoric from POTUS involving that
invading horde from the south aimed
at us with those lethal baby carrying
mothers and fathers. I guess, as it
doesn’t seem to have had any effect
on the election, the fear mongering
proved to be ineffective.
* * *
Next we have the president
showing – once again - that he has
no compassion and no empathy
whatsoever for the suffering of
others. In this case, the disastrous
fire in Northern California that
destroyed the lovely hamlet aptly
called Paradise which basically no

Joe Harrington

longer exists. Over forty known
dead, hundreds missing, tens of
thousands of people displaced
from homes destroyed and not one
word of comfort or support from
the leader of the country. Trump
did take the occasion to blame
California’s forest management
policies, conveniently forgetting
how much of California is owned
by the Federal Government and
under its management.
California’s total acreage = 100,
206,720. Acreage owned by Uncle
Sam = 47,797,533. The Feds own
47.7% of the Golden State with
most of it still in a raw undeveloped
condition like the Tahoe National
Forest (that’s my next door
neighbor). There are 26 national
parks in California.
California
Professional
Firefighters President Brian K.
Rice, who represents more than
30,000 frontline firefighters and
paramedics in California, stated:
“It is the federal government that
has chosen to divert resources
away from forest management, not
California. Natural disasters are
not “red” or “blue” – they destroy
regardless of party. Right now,
families are in mourning, thousands
have lost homes, and a quartermillion Americans have been forced
to flee. At this desperate time, we
would encourage the president to
offer support in word and deed,
instead of recrimination and blame.”
If Trump was an honest person,
which he proves he’s not every day,
he’d be pointing that accusing finger
at himself and the mismanagement
of the forests under his control.
Expanding on the concept of
Trump’s lack of honesty – those folks

What would have happened if the
first president had the personality
of the current president.
tracking the number of lies POTUS
has told since taking office clocked
his daily whoppers in the beginning
at six a day. During the month
leading up to last week’s election
that number rose to an astonishing
30 a day. If The Donald’s father
was the wood carving puppet-maker
Geppetto (who created Pinocchio),
Trump’s nose would now reach from
sea to shining sea.
* * *

Up next the colossal whopper of
the week. “It was a big day yesterday,
incredible day,” Trump said last
Wednesday about the 2018 midterm
results. “I thought it was very close
to a complete victory.”
I thought the definition of victory
was to win. The day after the
election Democrats had already
gained 28 U.S. House seats, enough
to recapture a majority, as well
as seven governorships, six state
legislative chambers and more
than 300 state House and Senate
seats. I assume the Pres was
talking about the one bright spot
where the Dems, defending 26
Senate seats, are looking like they
will lose two or three, but did flip
Nevada and Arizona, two of only
seven Republican seats up for grabs.
In the ensuing days there are still
a number of unresolved House
races that favor Democrats; if they
win those their tally will hit a gain
of 40. That’s not mentioning the
vote recounts involving Senate
and governor races that will go on
– it appears – in Florida, Georgia
an Arizona.
I would love to hear Trump’s
concept of what a loss looks like.
Maybe we’ll find out in a couple
of years.

Joe Harrington
Is an internationally published author and documentary
filmmaker. He can be reached with a comment or
criticism at JoeMovieMadness@Yahoo.com
Artwork by Bob Crabb.

(See location number on Central Map)

Movies: Thought it appropriate
to go to a WWII based movie even
if the genre is a rather convoluted
jumble of war and horror and
zombies.
This time around the top critics
and us folks who actually pay to
see a movie almost totally agreed:
critics 81% - public 79%.
Plot: Anyone who has watched
any movie involving the invasion
on D-Day knows that before the
actual troops arrived via vessels,
paratroopers were sent in to cause
chaos, take over bridges, contact
members of the resistance etc. In
Overlord’s case, the troops are
to blow up a radio antenna on a
church steeple.
Unfortunately, unbeknown to
our heroes, in the basement of
the church is a secret lab that is
experimenting in developing a
serum that will raise the dead.
This is the kind of movie where
it really helps to leave your brain at
the door and just sit back and enjoy.
If logic shows up, a lot of the plot
crumbles. For instance: our heroes
are in a house that’s surrounded by
German soldiers on patrol. They
capture a German officer. There is
a fight. Not only are pistols fired,
but also machine guns. And, huh,
no Germans come to investigate?
But, lots of action, lots of explosions,
lots of blood, guts and gore.
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Alex Bourgeau

The Palm Cabaret & Bar is proud
to announce the many changes
made to the structure of the venue.
With poles removed, new seating,
freshly decorated, new lighting
and new sound. The reaction will
be nothing but breathtaking as you
notice that there really is not a bad
seat in the house. Come check it
out as we are super excited.
Wednesday, November 21st, 2018,
marks the beginning of a new and
exciting year in Puerto Vallarta, as
the Palm Cabaret & Bar opens its
doors to the theatre going audience.
With a variety of performances, it
is certain that there is something for
everyone. This year we welcome
our standard favorites, mix in some
new faces, and celebrate the return
of acts that we’re missed. At The
Palm Cabaret, we listened to our
audience, and we delivered.
Our opening night is sure to
be the talk of the town. For the
second year in a row, we have
decided to offer free tickets to
this preview, and incorporate the
evening with a well-known charity
in Puerto Vallarta. Last year we
raised money for El Parque De Los
Azulejos mosaic project. The event
was met with such huge success
that repeating the idea was the only
thing to do. This year, our opening
night will feature a star-studded
set of performances by Kim
Kuzma, Piel Canela, Fashionista’s
Jimmy James, Jesse Luttrell, Nate
Buccieri, Bohemia Viva, and Miss
Conception, who will also host
the event. The event is close to
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being sold out, and all proceeds go
to “Corazón de Niña” a residence
where 40+ at-risk children and
youth of Puerto Vallarta can find a
new beginning and a forever home.
This year, we are opening our
show with two amazing new acts.
Jesse Luttrell, who recently
finished sold out performances in
London, England, comes to The
Palm Cabaret & Bar for the first
time. He’s New York’s hottest
young entertainer, bringing you
an unforgettable solo homage
to the golden era of American
entertainment from the spirit of
Broadway to the glitz of Las Vegas.
You’ll hear cherished standards
and Broadway specialties along
with other hits by Frankie Valli,
Frank Sinatra, Blood Sweat
and Tears, Liza Minnelli, Barry
Manilow, Simon & Garfunkel,
and many more! Jesse Luttrell:
SHOWSTOPPER! Is sure to
entertain classic showbiz aficionado
of all ages.
“Jesse
Luttrell
is
a dazzling amalgam of Liza,
Judy, and Peter Allen. He’s such
a star!” – Legendary Village
Voice columnist Michael Musto.
Jesse will be at performing at The
Palm Cabaret starting November
22, @ 7 p.m. and continues to
December 2.
Award-Winning
Entertainer,
Singer & Voice Impressionist
Jimmy James makes a rare
Puerto Vallarta appearance at The
Palm.
Performing ALL LIVE
uncanny show-stopping voice
impressions as well has his global
hit ‘FASHIONISTA’.

Hailing from New York City
and Los Angeles, James will take
audiences on an amazing vocal
journey of both contemporary &
classic Voices: Adele, Cher, Barbra
Streisand, Elvis, Stevie Nicks,
Billie Holiday, Lana Del Ray,
Judy Garland, Liza Minnelli, Patsy
Cline, Bette Davis, Diana Ross &
Lionel Richie, Eartha Kitt, Mae
West, Karen Carpenter and more…
The Talented Mr. Jimmy James…
catch him if you can! HEARING
IS BELIEVING! Rich Little
Endorsement: “Jimmy is absolutely
amazing. I know what it takes to
perfect an impression, and his are
excellent. He has definitely done his
homework… I was very happy to
give him my own standing ovation.”
Jimmy joins us for a limited time,
beginning November 23 @ 7 p.m.
and runs until December 8.
A special holiday treat this
year: Miss Conception arrives in
Puerto Vallarta for the first time

in November. A dream of hers
was to produce a Christmas show
which the PV community will be
fortunate to experience. “Twas the
Night Before Miss Conception”,
her new production, promises to
not only thrill with her signature
costumes changes, but also have
you rolling in the aisle with her
off the cuff humour. Be prepared
to journey into the holiday world
with many surprises that I am not
allowed to mention at this time.
Puerto Vallarta’s sweetheart is
known for her consistently sold
out performances, and getting your
tickets early is beneficial.
The 2018/2019 season has been
a labor of love for the team at The
Palm Cabaret. Never has such an
array of talent graced the stage
as it will this season. From drag,
vocalists/musicians,
comedians,
mentalists and variety acts, we
promise there is something for
everyone.

Gregg Sutton

Get out your party hats, put on your dancing shoes and mark the date on your
calendar: Friday, November 16th, for the next South Side Shuffles this season.
The Shuffle, now in its ninth year, is put on every second Friday by a large
group of businesses centered on the 200 and 300 blocks of Basilio Badillo, in
the heart of the Romantic Zone. The party goes from six to ten pm, and is an
event that both locals and visitors look forward to with great anticipation.
The participating businesses (art galleries, shops, restaurants, clubs and
theaters) all serve complimentary beverages. Whether you want to meet our
local artists, or do some serious shopping, or listen to some great music, or
just walk around Vallarta’s favorite neighborhood soaking up the festive
atmosphere, the Shuffle is a wonderful way to spend your Friday night.
The majority of the participating businesses are located on the 200 and
300 blocks of Basilio Badillo. But there are also some great places to stop
on nearby Constitution Street. In fact, the organizers have made sure that
this experience is a “compact” one. All twenty participants are located in
a short two block stretch, so no matter how “happy” you get with all your
complimentary drinks, you can still visit every location with ease.
The Shuffle has so much to offer. One of the main attractions is shopping.
By chance, many of Vallarta’s finest shops and galleries are located on the
principle block of the party. Fine art, jewelry and Mexican crafts of the very
best quality can be found in abundance, not to mention some great food and
fabulous entertainment.
All the businesses on this magical stretch of Basilio Badillo and Constitución
streets have something special to offer. For the opportunity to ogle, mingle,
tipple and even purchase some really wonderful art, it is an event not to be
missed. The Southside Shuffle really is a must. You’ll have a ton of fun.

So don’t forget to put it on your calendar:
Friday, November 16th from 6 to 10 p.m.
Next Shuffles: November 30, Dec. 14 & 28
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Los Bambinos are pleased
to open Puerto Vallarta’s
Bambinos Trattoria for its
third season. Fulfilling their
dream to perform their music
along with a full dinner
menu, the restaurant
venture is a huge
success. This week,
spring for Dinner &
Show for the special
price of $495 p/p
General Admission
or $560 p/p for VIP
seating (a beer or
margarita is included).
With
a
talented
pair of chefs in the
kitchen, food quality
is outstanding! Find
out for yourself why
Bambinos Trattoria has
proven to be a huge Dinner
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& Show success, and enjoy six new
songs, added to the show repertoire
this week.
During their show, the group prod
one another in jest, alluding to the
inevitable challenges of running a

business with family. Their business
offers even greater intimacy, as the
brothers meet six days a week for
two-hour band rehearsals for their
performances, in addition to six
nightly shows. Sharing a common
passion for music and performance,
the group comes together with
brotherly love during each and every
show, offering an inspiration to those
of us that may be estranged from
siblings or family members.
Los Bambinos concerts this week
- Monday night, 8 p.m. | The
Beatles. As always, the brothers add
their unique spin on the international
rock selections, setting the wellloved songs into the Mexican
musical landscape… for an exciting
and upbeat show.
- Wednesday night 8 p.m. | Big
Girls Don’t Cry featuring Frankie
Valli and the Four Seasons. This
dynamic show beautifully presents the
authentic range of the group’s voices.
Los Bambinos music does justice to
this iconic musical era and artist.
- Thursday night, 8 p.m. | Elvis,
with special guest Jorge Acosta.
Jorge’s vocal style and intonation

is naturally Elvis-like, with tasteful
accentuation by Los Bambinos’ vocal
harmonies, the show is a WOW! “It
felt like I was really hearing Elvis
Presley. Excellent!” - commented
Israel Gomez, a veteran musician
here in PV. Join the
group for a touching and
fun evening while you
dine, drink, dance and
relive this emblematic
musical era.
- Friday, 8 p.m. |
Fiesta Latina. This is
the show for an exquisite
mix of rhythms and
beautiful vocals. It is a
show just as spicy as it is
sweet. Each song sweeps
you away to a Brazilian
Carnival or a romantic
evening in an Old Mexican town
square. Don’t be surprised if you
hear your favorite Mexican tune set
in a foot-tapping Cuban rhythm! Let
Los Bambinos awaken your senses
with vibrant music, and inspiring
four-part harmonies.
Take a break from the beach and
come to Bambinos Trattoria for
Happy Hour from 3 to 6 p.m.!
Mention this article for 20% off
your food tab, for a limited time.
**Only applies on seated meals**
Los Bambinos’ Dinner-Show
performances are held at Bambinos
Trattoria, delicious and authentic
Italian (www.bambinostrattoria.
com). Please reserve early, as seating
is limited. Find them on Facebook
@losbambinostrattoria
and
unbiased reviews on Trip Advisor.
Bambinos Trattoria is located at 314
Aguacate, corner of Carranza street
in the Romantic Zone on the south
side of town, just before Mundo de
Azulejos.
Reservations: Online
www.losbambinosmusic.com
or
222-4357 (English Spoken). See you
at Bambinos Trattoria!
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Where a wall does not divide but brings
together, this is what you will find in Puerto
Vallarta. About five years ago more or less, we
watched Natasha Moraga, fondly referred to
as Nat, begin her mission in Puerto Vallarta.
A plain unattractive wall where the streets of
Pino Suarez and Basilio Badillo meet in the
Romantic Zone came to life under her creative
hand. A magical transformation began that has
now graced other walls, plus benches, stairs,
sidewalks and anyplace Nat can find to toss her
plaster and shape her sparkling, colorful tiles
into a story that is different to each beholder.
Pulling in the community of locals, residents
and savvy tourists, who want to contribute to
this beautification, Nat actually donates her time
and materials to most of the murals you will
see about town. Her passion is to paint Puerto
Vallarta with tiles and she is finding a way to
make it happen.
The art of tile work is a tradition of Mexican
culture that reaches back to the mid-sixteenth
century. Though there are many styles and
methods, color seems to be the delightful

foundation that enhances other media, as well,
such as the native art of the Huichol and rich
embroidered Otomi of many native groups of
Central Mexico.
Natasha Moraga calls her work Mosayko
Vallarta and it’s found around unexpected
corners in Puerto Vallarta, as well as the first
thing you see as you enter from the north, our
city’s name spelled out in large letters.
What Nat has done with her reverent benches
in the once drab entrance that leads to the pier
is amazingly enchanting. It has turned an
unremarkable area into that of charm and appeal.

She gives new meaning to “taking a sow’s ear
and turning it into a silk purse”.
Anyone can be a part of the thrilling action
of Mosayko Vallarta, Nat’s vision of beauty for
Puerto Vallarta. During this year of celebrating
the 100th birthday of Puerto Vallarta, the goal is
renewing Parque Lazaro Cardenas with Nat’s art
to become El Parque de los Azulejos (Tile Park)
and to be recognized internationally. With the
assistance of her brother Daniel Moraga and the
gathered community, Nat’s effort continues every
day. Sponsorship tiles are available and this is a
good way to support Nat’s dream and to leave
you own name engraved in Puerto Vallarta. There
are a variety of ways one can sponsor by making
a business, commemoration or anniversary tile,
or something personal using your imagination.
Nat runs workshops on how to do this and there
is still time, with classes continuing through
April on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.
Check out the website www.parqueazulejospv.
com or find her on Facebook for info regarding
upcoming workshops.
(Source: Adam Garcia - Timothy Real Estate Group)
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from Taiwan, Poland, Puerto Rico,
France, Turkey and Mexico. After
the participating sculptors and the
projects they will be working on
were introduced, Mayor Arturo
Dávalos Peña celebrated the fact
that this event is being held in
Puerto Vallarta once again.
“Puerto Vallarta is an open-air
gallery, a place where art and culture
are intertwined with tourism in the
city,” he said, adding that sculptures
not only adorn the Malecón and
other popular tourist zones, but
also public spaces in the colonias
(neighborhoods) that now house
the works created during the First
International Forum of Sculptors
and that, today, give identity to
these areas of the municipality.
The Mayor thanked the Centro
Universitario de la Costa for the
creation of this event, as well as
the sponsors who make it possible

for the sculptures to be donated.
The CUC’s Rector, Marco Antonio
Cortés Guardado, said that this
second edition reaffirms the
purposes of this project: to offer a
first-class educational opportunity
to the student community, to
contribute to the artistic heritage of
the city, and to improve the urban
landscape with works that become
a collective reference point and
focal points of community identity.
He also thanked Mayor Arturo
Dávalos Peña, saying “From the
first time we talked with him, the
Mayor was very enthusiastic about
the project; he not only gave us
encouragement, but also the full
support of the municipal government,
which in the first edition materialized
very quickly in the construction of
the foundations needed to install the
public art works.”

He added that some of this year’s
projects will be created at the
location where they will be placed
due to size and weight, given that
the sculptures will be made from
stainless steel and concrete, and
some of them will measure up to
7 meters high. He said that the
CUC team worked in a coordinated
manner with PV’s Public Works and
Social Development Departments
to determine the best places to
display the sculptures that will be
created during this second edition
of the International Sculptors’
Forum.
(Source: Puerto Vallarta
Municipal Government press
release translated and edited
by María Francesca for
BanderasNews.com)

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

After the success of its first
edition, the ‘Second International
Forum of Sculptors’ is being held
in Puerto Vallarta from November
12-24, 2018, once again bringing
national and international artists
together to create the public art
works that enrich the cultural and
artistic heritage of our city.
Five of the 13 large-format
sculptures created during last
November’s ‘First International
Forum of Sculptors,’ organized by
the University of Guadalajara’s
Coastal University Center (CUC),
were donated to Puerto Vallarta
and installed in public spaces
throughout the municipality in
September of this year.
During last week’s press
conference, Suny Ramírez, the
executive coordinator of this
forum, announced the artists that
will be participating this year are
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Adriana Basail

(a.k.a. The Tamale Diva)

The OLAS ALTAS FARMERS MARKET
is the first market of its kind in Puerto Vallarta
and the Banderas Bay area, now located at
Lázaro Cárdenas Park, a typical Mexican
plaza with a kiosk and a huge parota tree, in
the heart of the old town.
Under various names and in different
locations, the OAFM has had the pleasure to
welcome clients for nine seasons on a row.
And now that the season has begun, we see
that north country visitors have finally began
to arrive in this tropical paradise. All gladly
leaving their sweaters behind!
With 100 vendors offering so many varied
and original merchandise, you can fill
your fridge with fresh products from our
nearby lands and homemade Mexican and
international cuisine!
Walk around and if tired or feeling hot,
just sit down to eat and listen to live music.
Different musicians are hired for you to enjoy
in three separate locations in the park.

You might want to meet Erik and Michelle… For
the past 8 seasons, Erik Fulfer has been providing
his services as a chiropractor at the Olas Altas
Farmers Market.  Raised in the Gulf Coast city of
Tampa, Florida, Erik followed in his grandfather’s
footsteps who first served in WWII and went on
to chiropractic school in the 1950s. Erik was
honorably discharged from the U.S. Army in 1994
after serving four years with the 82nd Airborne
Division and the 508th Airborne Battalion.
He graduated from Life University School of
Chiropractic in 2000 and successfully passed
all parts of the US National Boards. After nine
years in Atlanta, Erik followed his dream to
practice abroad and relocated to Puerto Vallarta
with his wife, Michelle and their daughter, Sofia.
With 18 years of experience and emphasis on
getting people well at an affordable price and
as conveniently as possible, Erik has opened
two clinics in the Bay and is at the OAFM on
Saturdays during the market season. He can be
found Monday, Wednesday and Friday at his
office located at Mega in Bucerias / Flamingos.
On Tuesdays and Thursdays, Erik treats patients
inside Plaza Romy in the Romantic Zone.

Every Saturday from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. he
will be in his booth here at the Olas Altas
Farmer’s Market.
To schedule an appointment,
please call (322) 182-5045
or via email: bahiachiro@gmail.com
The market opens every Saturday from
November until the end of April, from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. We encourage you to come hungry.
Having breakfast or lunch will be a delight.
Help us go green for a better planet by bringing
your shopping bags, straws and containers!
And don’t forget to spread the word,
something all will surely appreciate.
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First of all, the Free Sculpture Tour is
lead one more time by Gary Thompson of
Galeria Pacifico. This is a free, donationonly event, that takes place along the
beautiful Malecon. The morning tour is
every Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. and runs from
the Millennium sculpture right next to Hotel
Rosita to Galeria Pacifico on Aldama Street.
The Evening Tour starts every Thursday
at 6 p.m. at Galeria Pacifico and ends at the
Lazaro Cardenas Park. You will never see
downtown the same way again! Bring your
friends and your guests (or send them!)
The knowledge, acid humour and sheer
dynamism of the hosts will blow you away.
Kevin from Galeria Colectika will talk to
you about Huichol culture and will explain
the Malecon as if it was a giant sculpture.
Donations are accepted for the Library.
https://www.facebook.com/
freemaleconsculpturetour/

If you have not been to our Cinema Club, be sure
to attend one of our nights at 7 p.m. every Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday. If you’re like our club
hosts, you practically never shut up about movies.
Unfortunately, not everyone harbours that same
passion for movie discussion but even if you’ve
already exhausted the patience of all your friends
and relatives fear not: Cine Club El Muegano is here
for you. Cine Club El Muegano is a place where you
can see rare, independent films that are no longer on
sale in the market and unavailable at Vallarta’s more
‘mainstream’ cinemas. And it’s much more than just
watching classic or contemporary films; it’s about
enriching conversations and great opportunities to
make friends and learn about movies.
Minimum donation 20 pesos.
https://www.facebook.com/pg/
CineClubElMuegano/events/

And the Library is planning the XIX Art Auction, which this year
will become an Art Festival, from the 23rd to the 27th, with many
activities and the big auctions better than ever, with great art and parties
throughout the 5-day event.
We will be kicking off the festival on Wednesday 23rd with the
ArtWalk which will be opened by two important artists.
On Thursday 24th at 6 p.m. the opening of the Library’s XIX
Auction will take place. The event will showcase a range of artistic
talent including an Art expo, Folk Art Show, PRO Santana musical
groups with students presenting their work in the rooms at the Library.
Continuing the legacy left by the master Hugo Gutiérrez Vega, who
together with other poets designated Puerto Vallarta ‘Poetic Capital of
America’, the Library will be hosting ‘Letras en la Mar’ on Friday 25th.
The Library will be hosting a Private Auction on Saturday 26th
at 6 p.m. at an undisclosed location as of yet. This exclusive event is
limited to 80 guests and will be accompanied by canapés and cocktails.
Finally, on Sunday 27th from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., the Library will be
hosting the Children’s Auction. This event is a perfect way for all the
family to relax; it will include a literary picnic, children’s activities,
musical groups and a Farmers’ Market with pop up bars and restaurants.
After the children’s auction, the closing of the festival with take place
at 4 p.m. Puerto Vallarta truly is the crown-jewel of the art world in
Mexico, boasting more galleries than any other coastal area in Mexico.
Please join the Library in continuing this wonderful legacy, in order to
support our artistic traditions and to develop a new and innovative art
culture for the future. www.vallarte.mx

Tickets go on sale from the 19th of November at the Library Los Mangos
(1001 Francisco Villa Ave.) and Cassandra Shaw’s Jewelry (276 Basilio Badillo).
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The importance of color is the vanguard of her style. In concert with concise line-work, it
saturates her painting with a sense of emotion and drama.  She has a magnificent knowledge of
composition as well, often working in diptychs and triptychs, Epstein’s work is identifiable for her
supple, geometric configurations. Her painting has gone through several stages, starting in a very
figurative image, evolving to a geometrical abstraction, on which she is working on at present.  
We have just received some mixed media on canvas paintings as well as some of her encaustic
on wood, and ink on ceramic pieces.
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For the past 30 years, people just can’t get
the catchy music out of their heads!
Directed by Alfonso López, the ubertalented director of “Rocky Horror” last
year, this beloved horror / comedy / rock
/ musical is another first-class production
at Act II and brings back the sounds and
ambiance of the rock ‘n’ roll era. It stars
many of your favorite Act II actors, plus
some wonderful new faces, including Maria
Rose, Joey Martinez, Alex McLauchlan,
Andrew Sands, Shawn Morgan, Eli
Estrada, Sasha del Oceano, and Ximena
Peña Esparza. It also features the return of
Act II Managing Partner, Danny Mininni, to
the stage, with his portrayal of the crotchety
and hilarious “Mr. Mushnik.” With its
delightful cast and toe-tapping music, Little
Shop of Horrors is a must-see this season!

The season is in full swing
at Act II, with many sold-out
shows!! Act II is extremely proud
to be #2 on the TripAdvisor list of
“THINGS TO DO IN PUERTO
VALLARTA.”
Audiences are
thrilled with the caliber of the shows
this year, and great reviews are
pouring in! Entertainment at Act
II is on par with almost any venue
in North America and continues to
present the BEST OF THE BEST for
your enjoyment!
Act II is a 5-star venue that features
full stage musicals, popular stage
plays, live music, live cabaret and
world-famous drag shows! Patrons
are invited to get there a little early
to relax in the beautiful Encore
Room, which offers a fully-equipped
bar, complete with live music, every
evening! Many have posted reviews
on Facebook and TripAdvisor!
Thank you so much! For more show
information, go to our website at
www.act2pv.com AND… if you
have been to some of our shows,
PLEASE write a review for us on
TripAdvisor, just look for Act II
Entertainment Stages.
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A Cult Musical / Horror Comedy
Produced by Act II Entertainment
Directed by Alfonso López
Wednesdays - Thursdays - Saturdays 7 p.m.
(through Dec)
2019 Open run every Thursday - 7 p.m.
One of Off-Broadway’s most popular
cult musicals, Little Shop of Horrors is
the hilarious tale of a down-and-out Skid
Row floral assistant, the girl he loved, and a
strange new, man-eating plant threatening to
tear their world apart. This cult classic was
one of the longest-running Off-Broadway
shows and has become a household name
thanks to a highly successful film version
and a fantastic musical score!

“You have to see this play it was fantastic.
The casts execution of the show was
wonderful. Loved Maria Rose as Audrey, her
voice is a amazing. Costumes all done by
her as well. A very talented cast. You won’t
regret seeing this production. Go see it.” ~
SandiG68, TripAdvisor, 11/9/18
“We have never been disappointed with any
show we have seen here. The talent at this
production was through the roof. There we
a couple familiar faces, Joey Martinez and
Andrew Sands and of course Danny Minnini.
If you are in Puerto Vallarta, please go you
won’t regret it AND it is air conditioned.” ReedRN, TripAdvisor 11/6/18
“Just saw ACT ll’s Little Shop of Horrors.
I didn’t expect the level of professionalism
on display, from the sets, acting, singing to
the choreography. ACT ll May be a small
venue but they definitely put on big shows.
Yes it may be a cliché but run don’t walk
and get tickets for this musical. If your plans
are for coming down later in the season go
online lots of great shows to come. As a plus
they have a great patio to enjoy a drink prior
to the show.” - rickdj5364YT, Fresno
“Act II Entertainment Stages brought on
the new Season 6 tonight with Another Smash
Hit. “Little Shop of Horrors” directed by
the Amazing Alfonso López. Joey Martinez,

plays Seymour with Such Awesome Talent.
Along with the Sultry, Maria Rose playing
the role made for her, Audrey. Of course, the
Break Out Star has to be Danny Mininni as
the down on his luck, Mr. Mushnik. Taking the
audience by surprise were the awesome Trio
back-up singers comprised of Eli Estrada.
Sasha del Oceano and Ximena Pena. You
Ladies Rocked the house. Of course, you
have to have the Sadistic Dentist, played
fabulously by Alex McLauchlan and Andrew
Sands as the bum on Skid Row and Puppeteer
and numerous other parts throughout the
play. Then the VOICE of Audrey II played
magnificently by Shawn Morgan. All the
behind the scenes players, the Choreography,
the Set, Costumes, Lighting are Awesome.
One of the Most Creative Set Designs I have
ever seen. What more can I say, except Get
Your Tickets at Act2pv.com ASAP as this will
be a sold out hit.” - David Wilhoit

“We so loved the show last night!! Many
many congratulations!!!” - Diane Walsh

“What’s not to like, all fantastic
performances and an Italian portraying
a Jewish shopkeeper with Jewish Eastern
accent🤪🤪🤪. Well well Done!” - Mary Zack

“Season is open! Little Shop of Horrors
opening last night was beyond my
expectations and my bar was high! Check
it and all the upcoming shows!” - Cindy
DuChateau Ramirez

“You killed it Danny Mininni. The
singing, the acting, that Mushnick voice was
perfection!” 👏 - Dave Mohr
“At the end of every season, you ask
yourself how can ACT II possibly top that.
And every new season, you are blown away
as they do. Like tonight, as they launched
their 6th season with Little Shop of Horrors.
The sets, costumes, casting, staging, lighting
were another tour de force by Alfonso López.
Maria Rose and Jose Ramon Martinez
together with Danny Mininni and
the rest of the cast were uplifting.
This is bound to be the hit of the
season. Congratulations to all!” Tom Berns

“Truly exceeded my expectations It was
amazing!” - Karen Erp
“OK. we opened the season at ACT II
last night in a most fun way. Little Shop
of Horrors, is going to be one of those
musicals you are going to want to see more
than once. The music, the acting, the set,
the sound, the lighting, the direction, the
singing plant, the total package! I have said
it before. We don’t particularly like going to
“opening night” stage performances. There
are so many variables and so many things
that can go wrong. I am sure some things
did go wrong last night, but nothing that
many if any people in the audience noticed.
The packed house totally loved it! You will
too!” - Jim Davis

“Was a fantastic opening night for Little
Shop of Horrors at Act II entertainment last
night. The choreography, singing, acting,
the humor, it was all the there! Every actor
on that stage should be very very proud.
And the people behind the scenes, director,
music director, choreographer, set designer,
costume designer, and everyone backstage,
that help make that happen... sweethearts,
you’ve got a hit on your hands.” - Cherry
DeLorenzo

“What a great show. Everyone
should be so proud of themselves.
The show was an absolute delight.
Thanks for entertaining us!” Karen Erp
“It was all wonderful. Great
job!” - Rick Decarlo
“Loved loved loved it!” - Pam
Hoffman

Continued on next page
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“We went to the opening of “NUNSENSE”
tonight! What a great show! It was funny,
entertaining and completed our night! Thanks
Act II for another winning musical!!” – Rovere
Victoria
“Nunsense is fun, fun, fun! You’ll be tapping
your toes to the music and laughing at the jokes
and antics. Another directing job well done Alfonso
López! Casting was great as well.” – Ed Gill
“…a magnificent performance! This show
kept you laughing & totally entertained from
beginning to end! RUN don’t walk to see this”
– Tricia Lyman
“Nunsense A-men...best play of the season.”
– Cheryl Wheeler
“Wow Wow Wow! Hilarious fun!” – Francine
Peters
This year’s FUNNIEST MUSICAL...
BAR NUN! (Pun intended!)
Produced by Act II Entertainment
Directed by Alfonso López
Every Sunday - 7 p.m.
Nunsense, A-Men! is a take-off on
the 2nd longest-running Off-Broadway
smash hit, Nunsense, only second to
Little Shop of Horrors! But here in
Puerto Vallarta, all of the characters are
MALE musical comedy performers! Act
II’s “sacrilegious” version of Nunsense,
A-Men! features uproarious horseplay
and side-splitting jokes that are
performed by Bert Ramirez, Shawn
Morgan, José Jasso, Roberto Gomez,
and Al Carswell. Check out their video,
#sheNUNigans, to see them parasailing,
racing down the Malecon on Segways
and experimenting with tequila... All in
full habits! The Act II nuns are always
up to something new and irreverent!
Directed by Alfonso López and
choreographed by Steven Retchless,
Nunsense, A-Men! is the kind of show
that picks you up and shakes you around
and makes you want to dance. What
more could you want from a musical than
passion and laughter and fun? This is a
show not to be missed at Act II Stages!
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“…one of the funniest musicals I have seen in
a long time… there wasn’t a dull moment to be
had! The wild clapping and foot stomping at the
end was well-deserved.” – Marsha Ward
“…one nonstop song and dance entity…. a
great experience in escapism and surprising
humor. The stars are exactly on target and
talented. These men are having a blast and the
vibes fly throughout the hall. Forget your worries
and troubles. This show will make anyone laugh
loudly and applaud soundly.” – Gary Beck
Loved it so much I forgot the abuse I used to
get from Mother Fabian who taught me violin
as a kid! A great funny beautifully-sung and
choreographed joy. Thanks for a delightful
evening. I highly recommend it! - Jan Dorland
“I went to the Opening Night of Nunsense,
A-Men at Act II Stages tonight!! So much fun and
laughter! Great singing! Great acting! Great
dancing! It is a “feel good” kind of show and
is definitely another hit musical for Act II this
year! Congratulations to Alfonso López, Danny
Mininni and the whole cast!” - Marsha Ward
“ This show is definitely a must see. Love the
one liners! The cast did an awesome job singing,
dancing, and telling the story. The staff at Act II
Entertainment Stages outdid themselves again!”
- David Brandel

Friday, November 16
Diana Villamonte
“I Will Always Love You” - 7:30 p.m.
Hedda Lettuce
“Gringa in Paradise” – 9:30 p.m.
Saturday, November 17
Little Shop of Horrors - 7 p.m.
Mama Tits “Triple D” - 9:30 p.m.
Sunday, November 18
Nunsense, Amen! - 7 p.m.
Best of ABBA & Elton, starring Us Two
and their LIVE BAND - 7:30 p.m.
Monday, November 19
(Opening Night) “Boob Tube”
a celebration of 1970’s variety shows –
Party 6 p.m. / Show 7 p.m.
Diana Villamonte
“More Motown & Beyond” – 7:30 p.m.
Mama Tits “Triple D” – 9:30 p.m.
Tuesday November 20
(Opening Night) “Girls Like Us”
a celebration of Joni Mitchell, Carly Simon
& Carole King – Party 6 p.m. / Show 7 p.m.
Steve Grand “I Ain’t Done Yet”
– Show 9:30 p.m.
Wednesday, November 21
Little Shop of Horrors - 7 p.m.
Us Two, Classic II - 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, November 22
Little Shop of Horrors - 7 p.m.
Hedda Lettuce
“Gringa in Paradise” – 9:30 p.m.
Friday, November 23
Diana Villamonte
“I Will Always Love You” – 7:30 p.m.
Hedda Lettuce
“Gringa in Paradise” – 9:30 p.m.

A Musical Celebration, featuring the beloved music
of Carly Simon, and Carole King and Joni Mitchell
Produced by Don Pope and Rhonda Padmos
Opening Night - Tuesday, Nov. 20 - Party
6:30 p.m. / Show 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 20, 27, & Dec. 4, 11 & 18 - 7:30 p.m.

A salute to TV’s favorite variety shows from the 70’s
A Don & Rhonda Production
Opening Night Party - Monday, Nov. 19 Party 6 p.m. / Show 7 p.m.           
Open run - Every Monday at 7 p.m.

The 1970’s were a time of change. Television
(the “Boob Tube”) was still relatively new, and
producers were trying to wean people away from
the big screen. Variety shows became a staple of
American Television. Anyone that was “someone”
got their own television variety show! Think back
to the time when you and your family sat in a onetelevision home and enjoyed the shows of Sonny
& Cher, Laugh In, Smothers Brothers, Captain
& Tennille, Tony Orlando & Dawn, Donny &
Marie… and so many more.
These unforgettable variety shows have made
an indelible impression on our hearts. We hear
a familiar tune being sung by one of our favorite
70’s artists and that warm, fuzzy feeling returns
- we instantly recall the time and place where
we first heard that song, and we find ourselves
humming the tune and can’t get it out of our heads.
“Boob Tube” is a show that will transport you
back to those magical 70’s! Don Pope and Rhonda
Padmos return to the Main Stage with their live
band, playing the songs that you love. This show
is a nostalgic trip down Memory Lane.

In their inimitable style, Rhonda Padmos and
Don Pope present the timeless music of 60’s
icons, Carole King, Joni Mitchell, and Carly
Simon. These women are three of the most
enduring and important women in popular
music. They collectively represent, in their lives
and their songs, a great swath of girls who came
of age in the late 1960s. This show captures
the music of the 60’s like none other before it!
Don and Rhonda are well-known musicians
from Canada who arrived in Puerto Vallarta in
the 1980’s as guest musicians on the television
show, THE LOVE BOAT.   Currently, in their
6th season at ACT II with shows like Come
Together (Beatles tribute), Rumors (Fleetwood
Mac tribute), California Dreamin’ (Mamas & the
Papas tribute),The Rocky Horror Picture Show,
Sordid Lives, A Chorus Line and Tapestry (music
of Carole King), Rhonda and Don are thrilled to
bring this exciting new show to Act II!

Steve Grand returns triumphantly to the
Red Room for a 3-month run, after his extremely
successful string of shows last season! 100% OF
HIS SHOWS WERE SOLD OUT!! In 2013,
Grand uploaded a music video to YouTube for
his song, “All American Boy.” Immediately,
it went viral, and within 8 days, he had over
1,000,000 views! The song tells the story of
unrequited love between a young man and his
heterosexual male friend. As a result of his
notoriety, this openly gay artist has been lauded
as a trailblazer in the entertainment world and
has had appearances on Good Morning America,
CNN, Larry King Now, and other national outlets
where he has used his platform to advocate for
Human Rights and LGBT Equality.

Winner Funniest Drag show 2017 - 2018
Featuring Hedda Lettuce’s smorgasboard of live
comedy, songs, and stand-up improvisations
Opening Night - Thursday, Nov. 15 Party 8:30 p.m. / Show - 9:30 p.m.
Continuing shows - Every Thursday
& Friday - 9:30 p.m.

Steve Grand - Top selling show of last season!
Featuring Steve Grand, Openly Gay Internet
Sensation and Recording Artist! Shows sell out
fast, so get your tickets now at act2pv.com    
November 20, 27 - 9:30 p.m.   
November 15, 29 - 7:30 p.m.
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Hedda Lettuce, the six-time Drag Queen of
the Year Award-winner (HX magazine) and the
legendary “green goddess” of drag, is excited to
return to Puerto Vallarta for her FOURTH “sold
out” season! Her show, this year, is a loving sendup to her favorite town…. Puerto Vallarta! Hedda
will glamorize another season as she dishes out
a tossed salad of improvisational comedy, sultry
songs, and dazzling gowns. (And it’s entirely fatfree!) She will gladly engage you in a night of
storytelling, bawdy and biting wit, spontaneous
comedy, and live (not lip-synched) singing! Her
show includes her nationally-acclaimed original
comedic music that is peppered with parodies
of old time favorites and startling satire. Hedda
Lettuce is one of New York City’s premiere drag
queens and keeps the audience screaming with
laughter for the entire show!

Reviews:
“Act II and Cabaret have another Hit on its list
of shows not to miss. Directed by the Amazing
Alfonso López, they have brought to life a Tribute
to Whitney Houston through the Very Beautiful
and Talented, Diana Valeria Villamonte!!! There
were laughter, screams of delight and some
tears brought forth as Diana Valeria Villamonte
showcased her Amazing Voice and Huge Talent.
And of course numerous Standing Ovations.
Along with her awesome backup singers, Carla,
Tony and Hannah, they brought the life and
glamour of Whitney Houston back with Class.
Another surprise came to the stage which was
graced with a very talented Saxophone player
as he backed up Diana Valeria Villamonte. Also
don’t forget Diana Valeria Villamonte also has
another show, “Motown and Beyond” that is
Unbelievably Terrific.” - David Wilhoit
“Diana Valeria Villamonte opened her new
show I Will Always Love You, a tribute to the
best of Whitney Houston. From the first moment,
we were thrilled with spine-tingling chills.” Gary Beck

A musical tribute to ABBA and Elton John,
featuring UsTwo and their LIVE BAND
Every Sunday - 7:30 p.m.

Diana Villamonte’s
A Musical Tribute to Whitney Houston,
featuring PV’s #1 Star, Diana Villamonte
Produced by Act II Entertainment
Every Friday - 7:30 p.m. in November
This year, we are thrilled to announce that
Diana, along with director Alfonso López, has
created yet ANOTHER sensational hit show, “I
Will Always Love You,” a musical tribute to
Whitney Houston! Diana, with her powerhouse
voice and infectious personality, is the perfect
singer to take on the iconic Whitney (her
lifelong inspiration). The highlight of Diana’s
show last year was when she previewed some
of her Whitney Houston songs, often having
most audience members in tears. Diana blew the
audience away, and her fans begged for a whole
show of Whitney’s songs!   
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UsTwo presents a musical tribute to the timeless
music of two unforgettable acts which began
in the 70’s, ABBA and Elton John! UsTwo
will perform songs that you remember, such as
Mama Mia, Dancing Queen, Chiquitita, Sad
Song, Candle in the Wind, and Rocket Man,
and more. Their repertoire changes with each
performance, but these amazing vocalists (and
their live band) will treat you to an unforgettable
evening of music and an evening to remember!
ABBA and its flamboyant costumes and catchy
music, is considered to be one of the top musical
groups in history, having sold over 500 million
albums! Elton John first became famous for his
oversize glasses and outrageous outfits, but his
enduring popularity and incredible talent have
earned him five Grammy awards, induction into

the Rock ‘n Roll Hall of Fame, and sales of
over 300 million albums! Together, these
two acts epitomized the soft rock/pop musical
sounds that became hugely popular in the
70’s, and is still loved around the world today.
Reviews:
“Opening night of Us Two’s second weekly
show was every bit as exciting and entering
as the first one. The Sunday night show will
always cover ABBA and Elton John, and it will
surely have you singing along in your seat.
The Wednesday night show will be different
each week in the month, spotlighting different
favorites. These guys are pure entertainment,
and you really should not miss their show”. Jim Davis
“Loved this show. Noami voice is magic and
I was blown away by Daniel’s performances
of Elton Johns music.” - Karen Urp
“Us Two with their new ABBA/Elton John
Show. You are going to love it as much as
the full house did tonight. Bravo Naomi and
Daniel.” - Tom Berns
5 Stars on TripAdvisor:
“Do not miss “Us Two” at Act II
Entertainment Stages! They have four
different themed shows each month this
season. Tremendously talented performers!!”
👏 - davemM5470OS, TripAdvisor 11/10/18
“I absolutely loved this high energy show.
The band consists of very talented musicians.
Danny & Noemi masterfully belt out song
after song and bring the audience to their
feet. Such talent.” - Christine P
“A fantastic music program with Daniel
and Noemi and their talented and diverse
group of musicians. A very dynamic and
entertaining show. Daniel and Noemi are
skilled and talented singers and performers.
Daniel’s vocal range is unbelievable.” SKTravelers…
“Daniel and Noemi are talented singers and
their chemistry onstage is very entertaining.
The packed audience on Monday evening
was clearly enjoying every song and stood up
at the end of the show with shouts for “one
more”! ...” - Ed Gill, Puerto Vallarta

Us Two, give fans the chance to see a new show
every week! Us Two’s Wednesday night show
features a different show every week, with a
total of four different shows per month! Known
for bringing the classics that you love the most
back to life, Us Two will feature a Classics,
Volume I and Classics, Volume II, because
how can you fit all of that great music into
one show? Other shows will include Country
Week and the intimate “Unplugged” show. (See
website and press releases for weekly genre
reminders.) But no matter what the genre is,
Us Two always brings you music from the 70’s,
80’s and 90’s in the form of song and dance, rock
and roll, fun and games and humor and chat, all
bundled into a 90-minute Vegas-style show!

TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“MamaTits was amazing. So entertaining,
funny, and creative. Not your typical drag
number. Composed all herself. Live pianist
was a special touch. Highly recommend her.” JapG1989, Washington DC

This Week - “Us Two Classics, Volume 2” Music from the 50s to the 90s!
Every Week of the Month - A New Show!
Winner - 2017 Best Band Award!
Never before has Act II witnessed such
loyalty from fans who discovered Us Two at
Act II Entertainment! With more TripAdvisor
5-star reviews than any other PV performers,
fans have been known to attend an UsTwo
show every week! With that in mind that, Act II
Producer, Danny Mininni, and the members of

“Act II is a wonderful venue with so much
to offer. We saw the opening night of Diana
Villamonte in “More Motown & Beyond”.
She is AMAZING. I so wish we had been
in PV longer to go to her Whitney Houston
show. Not only is she a great singer, but she
entertains the audience. Hope she is still there
the next time we visit.” JudyJ677, Chicago
“I am nearly speechless although I have
seen her shows over seven times. More
Motown continues the string of truly mindblowing sounds. I felt like I was dreaming.
She is going to go so far.” - Gary Beck

Every Monday & Saturday 9:30 p.m.
After her second record-breaking year as one
of the Top Headliners of the illustrious Red Room
Cabaret at Act II Stages, Mama Tits is thrilled to
return for her fourth hit season! This year she
is back with her raw and witty take on life, sex,
relationships and living your truth. Mama Tits
weaves her soulful live singing with her stories
and comedy into one big joyride of a show, with
a strong message of love, emotion and positive
reinforcement, (not unlike her trusty underwire
bra)! Jazz, blues, pop, rock and Broadway
round out this year’s eclectic selection of songs.
Check out her many reviews on Trip Advisor!

5-Star Reviews on TripAdvisor:
“We saw Diana Villamonte on her opening
night for the season. She is not to be missed!
Power house of a voice. Act Two is always our
go to place when we are in Puerto Vallarta.
All the entertainment is top notch. Having
this theatre in PV is one of the top reasons
we always return to PV.” - Karen B, Toronto

“This was our third time seeing the show
and she is beyond amazing she’s the best act
we have ever seen in 17 years of living in
PV!” ~ 12/18/17

Every week a different show, this week… 3rd
Wednesday of the month - Classic, Volume 2,
featuring MORE music from the 50s to the 90’s,
and Happy Days!

Diana Villamonte’s
A Musical tribute to the great ladies of
Motown and Beyond, featuring Puerto
Vallarta’s #1 songstress, Diana Villamonte
Every Monday - 7:30 p.m. in November
Panamanian Beauty and TV Star, Diana
Villamonte, returns for her second amazing
season with Act II’s #1 hit show, “More Motown
and Beyond!” This is an all-new show in English,
paying respect to the great ladies (and a few of
the boys) of Motown (and beyond), with a special
tribute to Aretha Franklin, as well as Diana Ross,
Shirley Bassey, Whitney Houston, Anita Ward, Etta
James, Nina Simone, Aretha Franklin and Donna
Summer. Get your tickets quickly! This show sold
out almost every night during the last season!

“Pure Magic happened last night at The
Red Room Cabaret where not only was the
audience completely blown away with the
charms, beauty, grace and talent of Diana
Villamonte with her new show “Motown and
Beyond,” we were completely covered in
“Star Dust.” ~ D. Wilhoit

Act II is very proud of its talent this year
and invites you to come and experience one
(or two or three) shows for yourself! Puerto
Vallarta has become an “entertainment
destination,” and Act II represents a BIG
PART of the Vallarta entertainment scene!
For more information about our shows, or
to order tickets, please go to our website at
www.act2pv.com Tickets are also available
at our box office which opens at 12 noon
every day.
The Act II Entertainment Stages complex is
located upstairs on the corner of Insurgentes
and Basilio Badillo on the South side of
Puerto Vallarta. For more information, call
222-1512, or follow Act II on Facebook.
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Publicity Director

Theater-goers are raving about the hit
play at The Boutique Community Theatre,
“Heir to a Misfortune.”
Here are a few remarks from Gary Beck,
Puerto Vallarta’s theater writer: “Only
when you feel (a) particular character is the
craziest, another one appears who is even
more off the deep end … there are surprises
along the way, but the finale is priceless.”
Beck praised the performances of the
show’s cast, which features experienced
and first-time local actors. The show’s set
is also drawing attention. “Of particular
note,” Beck writes, “is the stage, which
has been designed beautifully, featuring
paintings by Amy Frank and Misael Ivan
Lopez. The art … exemplifies the sitting
room of a billionaire.”
The cast of local actors is Hans Jonasson,
Carlo Gagliano, Ellie Frank, Bonnie
Cretzman, Deb Barton, Candace Kepley,
Ed Munoz, and Alice Averett Domeniconi.
Playing at 6 p.m. Thursdays, Fridays and
Saturdays through Nov. 24.
Making her directorial debut at The
Boutique is the multi-talented Barbara
Ann Renee, a popular PV personality, and
veteran show-biz diva.
------“The Devil Wears Prada” is the movie
for Nov. 19, in Paco Ojeda’s “Dinner and
a Movie” series. Grab your seat in the
air-conditioned theater, and be in place
for Ojeda’s 15-minute introduction and
discussion of each evening’s feature.
Ojeda is a local musicologist and writer,
who will also be giving a TED-Type Talk
Nov. 20 (see below).
-------

TED-Type Talks begin Nov. 20, every
Tuesday, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Launching
the season will be Paco Ojeda, “On Curiosity,
Music and Mindfulness.”
Transformational coach Nathan Segal is the
second TED speaker, on Nov. 27. “How to
Overcome SelfSabotage” will be his topic.
On Dec. 4, a husband-and-wife team of
immigration facilitators will be the speakers.
Bill and Amy Triplett will share “Myths and
Truths About Residency in Mexico.”
“Intelligent Movement Forever” will be
presented by Via Anderson on Dec. 11.
Each session includes opportunities for
the audience to ask questions, and join in the
discussions.
Food and drinks are available to order.
To suggest a speaker,
email catherinecalderapv@gmail.com
------Popular tribute artist Mikki Prost is back,
with her show “Patsy Cline’s Jukebox.”
It will be performed at 6 p.m. Tuesdays,
beginning Nov. 20. Arrive early to be seated
for dinner at 5 p.m.
Prost has created an engaging, interactive
show. On the tables will be a list of dozens
of Patsy Cline tunes, and the audience gets to
choose which numbers are performed. No two
shows are alike.
Prost has generated a loyal following from
her shows throughout Mexico. She researches,
writes, and costumes her shows, giving the
audience a deeper insight into the history and
significance of Patsy Cline’s career.
Prost is known for her ability to connect
warmly with her audiences, and she enjoys
staying after the show for photos and
conversations.
-------

The Boutique Community Theatre offers exciting evenings of
dinner-and-a-show options. The theatre is located upstairs at Nacho
Daddy, 287 Basilio Badillo. Delicious three-course dinners are served
at 5 p.m., with the shows at 6 p.m., for evening programs.
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Headliner Amy Armstrong brings her
sell-out musical shows to The Boutique
this season. Her shows will begin at 9 p.m.,
on alternating nights, from Jan. 5 to Feb.
4, 2019. Special guests will be joining her
on stage. Armstrong is billed as having
“the voice of an angel, with the mouth of
a sailor.”
-------

Other plays on the Boutique schedule are
“Love! Valour! Compassion!” directed
by Ralph Hyman. It will perform at 6
p.m. Dec. 6-22.
Carlos Navarro is returning with his
interactive “Connect With Mexico”
cultural discussion series, starting at 11
a.m. Thursday, Jan. 3, 2019.
Also on the boards are shows starring
entertainers Sol Rose, Sandi Lee, Mark
Zeller, John Anderson, Kami Desilets,
and the SYNG! Choir.
-------

Dinner choices are Fillet Mignon, or Chicken Cordon Bleu, with
mashed potatoes and a vegetable medley. A vegetarian option is also
available. All dinners come with a fresh house salad, and dessert.
Those who prefer dining later can have meals served after the shows.
Tickets are available online at btpv.org
For information call 322-728-6878.

(See location number on Central Map)

Catherine Caldera
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The other day a client walked into
the shop and asked me if we sold the
“alebriges which glow in the dark.”
Alebriges are fancifully painted wood
carvings, animals mostly. They are
totally unique to Mexico, one of the
most original, beautiful awesome
forms of folk-art in the world.
Every August Lucy and I travel
to the state of Oaxaca where, in the
homes of over forty artisans, we handpick alebriges for our store in Puerto
Vallarta. In nearly thirty years of
shopping for alebriges I’d never seen
even one that glowed in the dark.
“Sorry,” I told the client, “I’ve never
even heard of alebriges that glow in
the dark.”
The man favored me with a
disparaging look, as if to say, What
kind of idiot sells alebriges for a
living, but doesn’t know they’re
supposed to glow in the dark?
The very next day another client
walked in and said, “You seem to have
quite the collection of alebriges here.”
“Yes,” I said proudly, “it’s our
specialty.”
“Then you must have the dogs with
wings, that glow in the dark.”
Wondering if a wave of mass
hysteria had broken out, I patiently
explained that glowing dogs with
wings was not a thing, that in thirty
years of buying alebriges I had never
seen a single dog with wings, let alone
one that glowed in the dark.
She, too, regarded me as if I were
missing a screw.
When a third, and then a fourth client
made the same bizarre request, I became
so alarmed I had to call my psychiatrist,
Dr. Seymour Mendoza Mendoza.
“No,” the eccentric Austro/Mexican
head-shrinker told me, “zere is no
mass hallucinating. Have you not seen
zee Cocos?”
Dr. Mendoza has an odd way of
expressing himself. Often, I have no
idea what he’s talking about. “Dr.
Mendoza,” I said, “I see coconuts
everyday. Sometimes, I even eat them.
Why are you even asking me…”
“No, no, no, you loco gringo! Not zee
coco in zee tree. Zee coco in zee movie!”
That night I dialed up Youtube, and
sure enough, there was a movie called
Coco. I made my wife sit down to
watch it with me.

Gil Gevins

“This is a cartoon,” Lucy
complained. “I have things to do.”
“Dr. Mendoza didn’t tell me it was
a cartoon.”
Lucy fell asleep immediately, and I
too was growing drowsy when...there
it was! The flying dog who glowed in
the dark!
“Wake up!” I screamed. “You’re
missing the flying dog!”
“What?”
A week later a woman strode
purposefully up to my desk, clearly on
a mission. “Well, finally!” she sighed.
“Yes, finally!” I agreed.
It was often the case that I had no
idea what my clients were talking
about, either. Over the years I’d
learned to just be agreeable; it was
easier that way.
Looking all around, she said, “You
must keep them in the back.”
“Of course,” I agreed.
“Because your customers are
probably fighting over them all the
time?”
“Yes,” I said, “people can be awfully
vicious when it comes to shopping for
folk-art.”
“Oh, is it that bad?”
“Just terrible,” I said.
“Well then, could you bring one out,
please? I almost definitely want to
purchase one.”
Finally, I’d reached the limits of my
agreeability. “One what?” I asked.
“One what?” she repeated in
dismay.
“Is there an echo in here?” I
demanded of the ceiling fan.
“One flying dog,” she said,
regarding me nervously, “that glows
in the dark.”
“I’m very sorry,” I told her, “but
they don’t make flying dogs that glow
in the dark.”
“Yes, they do,” she said. “I’ve seen
them.”
“I know,” I said patiently, “but that
was a cartoon. I’m talking about real
life.”

“Coco,” she said, “is a feature
length animation. It’s not just for
children.”
“That may be,” I said, “but the thing
about cartoons is…they aren’t real.”
“I disagree,” she said. “Just because
something is in a movie doesn’t mean
it cannot exist in real life.”
“M’am, let me ask you something.
Have you ever seen an actual talking
rabbit?”
“No, but…”
“How about a stuttering pig dressed
like a farmer?”
“Of course not, but…”
“Or a bird who blows up coyotes
with Acme Dynamite?”
“No…”
“An ice-skating duck? A mouse in a
tuxedo? A…flying dog?”
“Never mind,” she said, turning to
leave, “I’ll come back when the owner
is here. I’m sure she knows what she’s
talking about.”
That night, as I sat wondering if I
could have handled the situation at
the store with a tad more tact, the
phone rang. It was Rogelio, an artisan
from the state of Oaxaca. Rogelio is
a talented but emotionally challenged
artist with aggressive tendencies. I’d
given him strict orders: Don’t call me,
I’ll call you. Nonetheless…
“I’ve got your new order,” he
announced.

“What new order, Rogelio? I haven’t
made one.”
“I know. This is the order you
wanted to make, but didn’t know it.”
“What?”
“These dogs will fly out the door!”
“What dogs? What are you talking
about?”
“The flying dogs!” Rogelio
enthused. “That glow in the dark!”
“Why? I asked. “Why are you
making flying dogs that glow in the
dark?”
“It’s that lousy cartoon!” he
confessed. “All of a sudden,
everybody wants flying dogs that glow
in the dark. Do you have any idea how
stupid wings look on a dog? And that
glowing paint—the only color I could
find was orange—you know, like they
use on the highways?”
“Neon orange? Christ, Rogelio, no
wonder you can’t sell them.”
“Every room,” Rogelio moaned,
“is filled with glowing orange dogs!
People think my house is on fire.
Wait! There’s another siren! How am I
supposed to sleep tonight?”
“Listen carefully, Rogelio. Before
you go to bed, put all the dogs outside.
Then, in the morning, if no one was
stupid enough to steal them, donate
the whole mess to the highway
department. It’ll go great with their
new slogan: “A Glowing Dog In Every
Pothole.”

Gil Gevins
Is the author of five hilarious books, including his latest
and greatest, 1967: The Autumn of Post-Coital Despair.
Signed copies of all Gil’s books are available at his wife’s
wonderful shop, LUCY’S CUCU CABAÑA, located at 295
Basilio Badillo. Or as E-Books on Amazon.
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Last week’s article described
many characteristics of the
Borderline Personality Disorder
(BP). This week I am focusing
on how their behavior affects
the people who are or have been
involved with them.
Do you feel controlled?
Borderline’s need to feel in
control of others because they feel
so out of control themselves. So
much of their environment is, or at
least feels, out of control to them
that it is very important to control
what they can. They are anxious
and gaining control over something
or someone calms them down.
Ultimately, they are trying to make
their world more predictable and
manageable. They put people in
no-win situations and create chaos.
Are you left feeling like you
can’t do anything right?
Continual blame and criticism…
they may be blaming you for
something “real” that really
happened but they tend to
exaggerate it or sometimes they
blame you for things that are
not real; never happened. The
blaming can become verbally and
emotionally abusive. They can have
drastic mood swings and sudden
emotional outbursts. They may
also respond by making threats,
setting up no-win situations, or
giving you the “silent treatment”
for hours or days.
The challenge then becomes
more intense and complicated
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(Part 2 of 2)
Giselle Belanger

RN, LCSW

because then, if you respond by
objecting to the criticism or try
to defend yourself, you are then
accused of being too sensitive or
over-reacting. You start to feel
like your only choice is to take
whatever they dish out. They
cannot take any criticism. They
are extra sensitive which makes it
very difficult to have any healthy
or productive discussion after an
outburst or when they are unfairly
blaming you for something. This
makes it impossible to change or
improve the relationship. It seems
like the non-BP is always walking
on eggshells, always the one
adapting, desperately trying not to
upset the BP.
“My mom always acted like
nothing happened”
…and then they act surprised
when you are still upset. Then you
feel baffled and frustrated because
the Borderline doesn’t seem to
understand the impact of what
they’ve done which makes you
angry because they never accept
responsibility for their behavior. So
who is really right or wrong here?
You start to question if you did overreact or if it was all of your fault.
That’s called, “crazy-making”.

Again, change cannot occur on the
part of the BP since they believe
they haven’t done anything wrong.
Essentially, everyone has to change
to accommodate their expectations.
Constant chaos
Is the borderline in your life
addicted to drama? Do they seem
to attract or create chaos? Just
when things are going good and
there is a calmness, possibly even a
routine, they seem to do something
to disrupt it. It’s like they can only
stand it so long because it’s so
foreign to them. “I love to be busy,
I can’t just sit around”.
The rest of us are “so boring”
Everything and everyone is “so
boring”. “Boring” for a borderline
is anything not completely chaotic
or extreme; extremely challenging,
stimulating, exciting or extremely
complicated, tragic, or dramatic.
They seem to thrive on all of the
details of their own drama or
someone else’s. “Oh my God, you
won’t believe what happened to me
now”.
So… are you crazy or wrong…
…because you like downtime
or home-time, or if a day off or
a weekend doesn’t need to be
packed with activity? Are you
crazy because you like routine and
predictability such as a regular
mealtime or bedtime, or if you
find it very satisfying to read a
book or take a walk alone? BP’s
always seem to need to be busy
or distracted. Some become very
angry with their partner and accuse
them of being boring or unsocial,
and insist that something is wrong
with them (the non-BP) because
they don’t want to accept every
invitation or do something every
minute.

“Everyone else thinks
she’s great”
In social situations, the female
BP can be very engaging, gracious,
and endearing. The male BP,
especially in work situations, can
seem confident, self-assured, and
charming. Since they cannot stand
to be alone, this is where they
shine. It’s where they get positive
reinforcement and build their
self-esteem and self-worth. The
external world is where they thrive.
Borderline’s need people around.
They do not know who they are. A
sense of inner emptiness and chaos
leaves BP’s dependent on others to
figure out how to behave, what to
think, and how to be. Therefore,
being alone leaves them without a
sense of who they are. This is why
they make such frantic efforts to
avoid being alone.
Recommended reading:
1) Surviving a Borderline Parent:
How to Heal your Childhood Wounds
and Build Trust, Boundaries,
and Self-Esteem, Roth, Kimberly
and Freidman, Freda, (2003),
New Harbinger Publications,
Inc.
ISBN#
1-57224-328-7
2) Stop Walking on Eggshells:
Taking Your Life Back When
Someone You Care About Has
Borderline Personality Disorder,
Mason, Paul and Kreger, Randi,
(2010) New Harbinger Publications,
Inc. ISBN# 978-57224-690-4
3) Understanding the Borderline
Mother: Helping Her Children
Transcend the Intense, Unpredictable,
and Volatile Relationship, Lawson,
Chrisitne, (2000) Rowman and
Littlefield Publishers, Inc. ISBN#
0-7657-0331-9

Giselle Bellanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available for
appointments in person, by phone, or by skype webcam.
Contact info: ggbelangerpv@gmail.com
Mex cell: 044 (322) 138-9552 or US cell: (312) 914-5203

comfortable with every aspect of health care
and attention.” - LD
“I thought Dr. Fronseca was fantastic!
I spent A LOT of time with me which is
such a new and welcomed experience with
a doctor. Also the dietician was great. Very
impressed!” - JG
“Regarding Hospiten, it was quite seamless
and wonderful!!” - CZ
“The program has been good so far,
it helped me begin taking care of my
health. My boyfriend came with me to the
appointment so he is feeling confident that if
something were to happen to me he can take
me to Hospiten. They have a file on me and
a copy of my health insurance info.” - LM
“I just completed my examination and
spoke with the medical staff at Hospiten.
I am thoroughly impressed. I was very
pleased with everything, especially the fact
that everyone I talked to spoke English.
The whole program is very nice, and I will
definitely consider all of this when deciding
to stay with the program when the “free”
part expires, in Jan 2019. I’m very impressed
with this hospital. Thanks again, and I will
encourage others to participate in this!” - KG

Since its launch at the beginning of May
2018, the My Health programme at Hospiten
has being very well received by those who
live in beautiful Puerto Vallarta year-round.
It is a unique, groundbreaking concept, which
at its heart wishes to know its patients more
intimately PRIOR to any emergency, My
Health offers 24-hour medical coverage.
What follows is a very brief summary of
My Health’s features, along with testimonies
from some of the very first people to enjoy the
programme at Hospiten.

Testimonials
“Thank you for thinking of me for this wonderful initial trial
health plan with Hospiten. I must say that everyone I had interaction
with recently was most pleasant. All was good and I really felt

These testimonials are from full time residents, but of course
everyone is invited. Even those who are visiting for a month or
two can have the have the security of 24-hour medical support.
If you’d like to know more about the My Health programme,
please call 322 226-2081 at Hospiten Puerto Vallarta. Be well!

EXPRESS

Eye exam and lens tting by specialists
Contact lenses and Large collection of modern
European frames
We are your best option in quality and prices!
Francisco I. Madero #396

(See location number on Central Map)

How does My Health work?
Home health care
Doctors are on call 24 hours a day to speak
with you and assist as appropriate. Who
hasn’t had an out of hours health challenge
whereby you longed for the days of old when
doctor came to your home to assess you?
Emergency medical transport
Ambulance transport to Hospiten is included
if needed, and so is assistance from our team
of drivers, subject to availability.
Health control for chronic diseases
After a comprehensive assessment, which
is part of the My Health registration process,
there are monthly clinics for those with serious conditions such
as diabetes, lung or heart illnesses. The staff at Hospiten are
committed to advising you and encouraging you to stay healthy,
because prevention is always better than seeking a cure.
Consultations with staff doctors at Hospiten
General consultations with GPs are included in this programme.
It is good for any treatment team or doctor to know you well if at
all possible. With Hospiten’s advances SAP system, even if you
are looking for advice about the flu or something less serious, our
doctors have access to any medical history you have shared with us,
enabling them to be much more holistic in their approach.
Discharge advice
After any health challenge, Hospiten are committed to helping
you plan your recovery at home with an attention to detail unique
to Hospiten.
My Health is a health service, not insurance. My Health is a great
supplement to any insurance coverage you have.

SERVICE

(Corner of Aguacate)
Tel. (322) 223 2995 eye-metrics@hotmail.com

8
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Now they tell us??
This comes as no surprise to those
who have discovered the benefits of
yoga and meditation, which as they
say, go way beyond a flexible, strong
and balanced body
Now, new research suggests that
yoga and meditation may not only give
you a flexible body and inner peace but
a combination of the two could also
help improve cognitive function.
The study, led by a team of
researchers
from
UCLA and
Australia’s University of Adelaide,
is the first to compare yoga and
meditation against memory training,
which has often been considered the
best way to manage mild cognitive
impairment. The team followed a
group of 25 participants -all aged 55
and over- during a three-month course
of either yoga and meditation or
memory training
Participants had all shown signs of
mild cognitive impairment, reporting
problems with their memory such as
easily misplacing things, or forgetting
names, faces or appointments.
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Krystal Frost

Participants were split into
two groups. Eleven participants
attended memory enhancement
training and practiced memory
exercises daily, while the other 14
participants attended classes of
Kundalini yoga and practiced 20
minutes of Kirtan Kriya meditation
daily, which involves chanting,
hand movements and visualization
of light, and has already has been
practiced in India for hundreds of
years as a way to prevent cognitive
decline in older adults.
All participants received brain
scans and completed memory tests
at both the beginning and end of the
three months. The results showed that

although all participants demonstrated
similar improvements in verbal
memory skills, the skills that are
needed for remembering names, it
was the participants in the group who
practiced yoga and meditation who
showed better improvements in visualspatial memory skills, which help with
recalling locations and navigating.
In addition, participants in the yoga
and meditation group also showed bigger
improvements in levels of depression,
anxiety, coping skills and resilience
to stress, all of which are especially
important when coming to terms with the
onset of cognitive impairment.
Commenting on the significance of
the results, Harris Eyre, the study’s
lead author, said, “Historically and
anecdotally, yoga has been thought
to be beneficial in aging well, but this
is the scientific demonstration of that
benefit. We’re converting historical
wisdom into the high level of evidence
required for doctors to recommend
therapy to their patients.”
Senior author Helen Lavretsky
added, “If you or your relatives are
trying to improve your memory or
offset the risk for developing memory
loss or dementia, a regular practice
of yoga and meditation could be a
simple, safe and low-cost solution to
improving your brain fitness.”
The study was published in the
Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease.

On a personal note, I have had the
pleasure to work and rehabilitate my
90-year old mother after she fell and
broke a hip last winter. Up until that
time she had thrived, lived alone with
her 2 adoring cats, worked part time
as a community volunteer for the
humane society, volunteered at the
hospital, and drove herself to Eugene
to play bridge with her buddies.
She enjoyed living an independent
life after 3 marriages, 3 spoiled kids
and a bunch of grandkids and great
grandkids. It all came to a sudden
halt due to the break. She suffered
with the diet changes, massage
therapy, acupuncture, exercises,
mostly yoga based, walking. Now,
after 8 months, she is back to better
then normal with sassy energy
and her usual activities. This is
testimony to the power of diet,
yoga, meditation and inspiration. I
think we can say yoga practice spills
over to benefit lives in many ways.
Yoga is easy to find in Vallarta,
Yoga Vallarta on 325 Basilio Badillo
(www.yogavallarta.com) has been
around at least a decade and offers a
number of classes for the silver-haired
enthusiast. Check Alma’s website for
times a description of her well thought
out offerings and inspiring teachers.
Davannayoga studio (Davannayoga.
com) at 542 Calle Matamoros above
the Guadalupe Church is the brain
child of Anna Laura, master yogini.
Anna has developed a first-class yoga,
meditation and kirtan kriya community
in a peaceful and soulful venue. She
offers all level classes, training courses
and hosts super guest teachers. There
are many reputable studios in the
colonies, too many to mention.
Then there are the yoga retreats
that bring students and teachers from
around the world to our little corner of
sea and sand to breathe in the positive
vibes and exhale the negative. Healing.
In these times of unrest, uncertainty,
challenges and weird weather... one
has gotta keep grounded and focused.

Krystal Frost
For questions and comments - Cell: 322 116-9645,
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com

- Ejido: Farming land owned by a
legal entity, or group called the Ejido.
Collective land that can now be
privatized. Foreigners cannot acquire
rights to Ejido property. Through a
proper process, the Ejido can sell to a
Mexican individual. The Mexican can
then sell to a foreigner.
- FM3: Foreign Immigration Visa
Foreigners. Issued for retirement or
work purposes to non- Mexicans.
Persons with FM3’s can stay within
Mexico longer than the tourist visa
permits. This document establishes
residency and is renewable every year.
- Escritura Publica: The document
issued by the notary to transfer
ownership of property. The escritura
is a public deed. If there is bank trust
for foreign ownership it is described in
the escritura. In the escritura the bank
defines its authority and sets out its
fees. The time to negotiate the terms
of this agreement is at the beginning
of the purchase process.
- Fideicomiso is the Mexican bank
trust that holds residential property
for foreigners. The foreigners are
granted the rights of ownership such
as possession, right to construct and
to tear down, renting, selling, through
the fideicomiso.
- Mexican corporations can hold
title within the restricted zone for nonresidential real estate. This type of
corporation cannot establish residency
requirements, so it is not exempt
from capital gains tax. Building and
selling condominiums or building
commercial buildings are examples of
uses permitted. Foreign condo buyers
will require a trust in the restricted
zone for their residential ownership.
- Notario Publico is an attorney
with a specialized education who
is appointed by the Mexican State
to transfer real estate. There are a
limited number of public notaries
appointed per state. The responsibility
of the notary is to search the title in a
Mexican transaction. Their fees are
separate from the government charges
for establishment of a bank trust. The
notary is responsible for collecting
money due the government, such as
taxes and capital gains. The notary
is not responsible for handling the
money of the buyer to the seller.

Harriet Murray

- Apostille is the document that
authenticates signatures to a document
that are not signed in the presence of
the notary. The apostille is notarized
by the Secretary of State where the
person signing resides. This is how a
document from the US can become a
legal document in Mexico.
- Certificado de Libertad de
Gravamen: The notary checks with
the public offices to determine if
there are liens filed against a property.
This lien certificate should show the
owner of record, the surface area and
classification of property type, the
legal description and whether there
are lines or encumbrances filed of
record against the property.
- AMPI (Asociacion Mexicana
de Profesionales Inmobiliarios)
Association of Professional Real
Estate Persons. AMPI is the Mexican
equivalent of the National Association
of Realtors and the Canadian Real
estate Association. Not all real estate
agents in Mexico are members of
AMPI. AMPI has its own requirements
and dues required for membership.
- Contrato de Promesa is a
promissory agreement. It is not a
contrato de compraventa.
- Evalua: evaluation of taxable
value established in pesos. The evalua
is not a market evaluation.
- Capital Gains is the amount of
tax, if applicable, owed by the seller
upon the sale or transfer of property.
Currently, establishment of proper
residency requirements acceptable
to the notary avoids capital gains.
An FM3 or FM2 helps establish the
residency requirement.
- Licensing: There is no licensing
requirement to sell real estate in
Mexico. Individuals or groups such as
AMPI create their own requirements
for membership, in an effort to raise
professionalism of the sale of real estate.

- Finiquito is the final bill or
settlement.
Without a finiquito,
payments and penalties can continue.
Without a finiquito from Social
Security, liability for payments to
construction workers can continue
long after completion of the home.
- Restricted zone: In 1994, the
federal governments of México
liberalized ownership of property
within the constitutionally protected
area knows as the restricted zone. This
area includes 10 kilometers along allnatural borders, 50 kilometers along
coastlines and all of Baja California.
The Bay of Banderas is a restricted
zone. Ownership of property is within
a bank trust for non-Mexicans.
- Federal Maritime Zone: The
area of land owned by the government
adjacent to the tide line. Any usage
or structure such as terrace or pools,
bedrooms, located within the federal
land will have to have a concession
title to approve use of federal land.
- Condominium Act: In 1995, the
New Civil Code of the State of Jalisco
established the legal aspects of the
condominium. In this act, the roles of the
administrator, the executive committee
of owners, the required homeowners’
meetings, were established. The setting
and administration of maintenance fees,

and resolution of conflicts between
owners are also addressed in this act. This
law is very important for condominium
owners to read and understand.
- Contrato de compraventa:
Purchase sales agreement. Real estate
contracts recorded before a notary
public become binding to the parties
of the agreement.
- Certificado de no Aduedo: The
certificate of no tax liability issued
by the local taxing authority or Office
of Catastro. Predial is the name for
property tax.
- Escrow of monies: There are
limited ways that money can be
escrowed legally in Mexico. Several
of the banks have legal departments
empowered to escrow purchase money
for a sales transaction. Some US based
title companies have Mexican offices
and authorization to hold escrowed
funds. The escrowed funds can be kept
by these institutions in US dollars.
- Mexico belongs to the North
American continent and is not part of
South America. The law has evolved
from Spanish and French law. The
laws are very different from English
Common Law, which is very influential
in the laws of the United States.
This article is based upon legal
opinions, current practices and my
personal experiences in the Puerto
Vallarta-Bahia de Banderas areas. I
recommend that each potential buyer
or seller of Mexican real estate conduct
his own due diligence and review.

Harriet Murray
Can be contacted at harriet@casasandvillas.com
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Emergency
Phone Numbers
PUERTO VALLARTA & RIVIERA NAYARIT

Emergency Line: 911

Ongoing Events & More...
Historical Naval Museum
(right next to Los Arcos Amphitheater) $45. Pesos.
Voladores de Papantla perform @ 6 p.m.
on the Malecon in front of La Bodeguita del Medio.
Mondays to Saturdays - 9 & 11 a.m. + 1 & 3 p.m. El Salado Estuary Mangroves Tours, bilingual guides.
Reserve at 226-2878 or 044 (322) 175-7539.

178-8999 / Emergency: 911
178-8800 / Emergency: 222-1527

In Guadalajara: 01 333 268-2100
Emergency: 01 555 080-2000
Email: conagencypuertov@state.gov

Tuesdays - 10 a.m. - Humanitarian Tour of Corazón de
Niña, including brunch. Reserve with Melissa: 224-9209
or email admin@corazondenina.mx
Tuesdays - 12 noon - 6 p.m. Ceviche & Aguachile Fair by the Pier on Fca. Rodriguez
Fridays - 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. - PuRR Project Adoptions in Plaza Marina
Fridays - Shabbat Services & dinner.
Info & Reservations: Rabbi@chabadvallarta.com
Fridays - 8 p.m. - Practilonga! - at J&B Dancing Club,
Fco. Medina Ascencio 2043. Free!

Fridays - 9:30 am - 1:30 pm - Marsol Market - by the pier
Saturdays - 9 am - 2 pm - Olas Altas Farmers’ Market
at Lazaro Cardenas Park
Saturdays - 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. - 3 Hens & a Rooster
Market - at the Lions’ Club, 280 Fco. Madero
Saturdays - 10 a.m.-2 p.m. - PuRR Project Adoptions in front of Daiquiri Dick’s by Lazaro Cardenas Park
Saturdays - 11 a.m.-2 p.m. - AngeliCat & Acopio Pet
Adoptions - at Plaza Caracol
Saturdays - 5 p.m. - Bilingual Mass - at Our Lady of
Guadalupe - near main square
Saturdays - 12 noon to 1 p.m. - Metaphysical Group at the Cuale Cultural Center at the east end of Isla Cuale
Info: Rev.CorinaScherer@gmail.com
Sundays - 6 to 7 p.m. - Municipal Band,
7 to 8 p.m. - Danzon Music - Dancing in the main square
SPCA - To find your perfect companion animal rescued by the
SPCA, please contact spcapv@gmail.com

PLEASE leaf through this issue for the many events that
do not appear here ...and JOIN US ON FACEBOOK!
N.B.: All events are subject to change without notice.

For a comprehensive list of most -if not all- charity groups and
non-profit organizations in and around PV, you may want to check out:
ww.puertovallarta.net/fast_facts/non-profit.php
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Solution to crossword on page 39

Solution to Sudoku on page 39

9 a.m. – in English, Bilingual at 10:45 a.m. –
at Calvary Chapel (non-denominational) by Hotel Las Palmas
9:30 a.m. – First Baptist Church, next to Park Hidalgo

AEROTRON
226-8440
AIR CANADA 01 800 719-2827
AIR TRANSAT 01 800 900-1431
ALASKA
01 800 252-7522
AMERICAN 01 800 904-6000
CONTINENTAL
See United
DELTA
01 800 266-0046
FRONTIER 01 800 432-1359
INTERJET
01 800 011-2345
SUN COUNTRY 01 800 924-6184
UNITED
01 800 864-8331
US AIRWAYS 01 800 428-4322
AEROMEXICO 01 800 021-4000
SOUTHWEST 01 800 435 9792
WESTJET
01 800 514 7288
VOLARIS
01 551 102-8000

9:30 a.m. – Christian Worship in Paradise
at the Westin Resort & Spa in the Marina
10 a.m. – Traditional Christian communion at the
Anglican Church (see ad below)
10 a.m. – Anglican/Episcopal w/communion at
Christ Church by the Sea in Plaza Genovesa
10 a.m. – Bilingual mass at Our Lady of Guadalupe
10:30 a.m. – Christian Worship in Paradise at Act II

Animal lovers! These are the
Facebook pages of some PV
non-profits that love them too.
animalistas de puerto vallarta
22,600+ friends
PV AnimalAc
PV’s Animal Shelter
pv mexico adopt foster and
flight angels
assists the Animal Shelter
PuRR Project
1,000+ followers
www.purrproject.com
AngeliCat
8,300+ followers
Paraíso Felino
1,300+ followers
www.paraisofelino.com
Match Dog Com Puerto
Vallarta
2,000+ followers
MexPup
7,500+ followers
www.mexpup.com
Colina Spay and Neuter
Clinic
1,800+ followers
Peace Animals
8,300+ followers
www.peaceanimals.org
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I thought I’d pass on a few tips
that I often pass along when doing
housecalls. One of the easiest to do
and which helps insure your internet
is as fast as possible is just simply
restarting your modem. Most modems
have a power switch to turn the
modem off and back on again. If not,
you can just unplug the power and
reconnect it.
Just by simply powering down and
then turning back on your internet
modem, will give it a fresh connection
with your providers servers. Especially
if you’re on the older copper wire
lines still (as I am sigh…), letting the
modem reconnect to the servers gives
a new connection. Some clients say
they go months without restarting
their modem. I like to restart my
modem once a day, but even once a
week will give you an improvement in
speed and stability of internet. This is
important, especially of you like to do
a lot of online streaming, as many of
us do down here now.
It will take a minute or two for the
modem to reconnect with your service
providers servers, but after that,
you’ll probably notice less buffering
in your online streaming. To check
your actual speeds vs what you’re
paying your provider for, you can go
to www.speedtest.net and just click
on “begin test”. What you’re looking
for in the test is obviously your final
download speed to compare it to what
you’re paying for. Secondly, you’ll
want to notice the green graph during
the actual testing. If it’s a straight line,
that means your internet is stable and
consistent. If it’s a jagged up/down
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graph, that means your internet has
hiccups and is not optimal.
Now there are other factors that can
affect the speed test, such as possible
virus infection on the computer you
may be doing the test on. I like to run
the speed test 3 times, to get a good
handle on what speeds and consistency
I’m getting. If you also hear line noise
when you pick up the phone, that’s a
clear indication that there are issues
on your line. Most copper line Telmex
installations here in Vallarta, need to
have their connections cleaned and/or
recut every 2 or 3 years, as corrosion
from the rains can cause connections
to not be in good shape, at the post on
the street, and/or at the box coming
into your residence.
If you have line issues like that, you’ll
need to make a report with Telmex and
have them do the maintenance on your
lines. Make sure you have someone
with you that speaks decent Spanish
to make the report to Telmex, as the
calls get routed to Mexico City. The
number to report internet/line issues,
is 050 from your landline phone.
Following up on an article a few
weeks ago, about getting the most of
your battery, I thought I’d pass on a

tip on how to recalibrate your laptop
battery. Over time, age, use, and heat
are some of the factors that affect your
laptops’ battery life. Your battery may
still be good as new, but sometimes
the motherboard and Windows may
misread the actual capacity. Once a
year, a calibration will help this.
Not allowing your battery to run from
100 to zero percent can confuse your
battery meter and cause its capacity to
decrease more quickly. Some laptops
come with a utility that helps you
automatically calibrate your battery.
But in cases where there is none, here’s
how you calibrate your Windows laptop
manually. First, charge your battery up
to 100 % and let it rest for two hours,
but leaving the laptop plugged in. This
process makes sure the battery is cool
while charging and you can still use it
while doing this charging.
Next, click the battery icon located
at the lower right corner of your laptop.
Click “more power options” to access
your computer’s power management
settings in the Windows Control
Panel. In the Power Management
settings, click “Choose when to turn
off the display” link found at the left
side corner.

It will take you to the page where
you can edit your power settings. Click
“Change Advance Power Settings.”
The “Power Options” box will appear.
Go to “Advance Settings” and click
“Battery”. Under that, click “Critical
Battery Action” and set it to hibernate.
Next, click “Critical Battery Level” and
set it to 5%. Then disconnect the power
plug and let your laptop to discharge
until it automatically hibernates. You
can still use your computer while doing
this. If you are not going to use your
laptop during this period, bring it out
of sleep mode periodically to continue
draining the battery.
Then once the computer has gone
down to the 5% and hibernated, plug
back in the power and charge up to
100%. After calibrating, go back into
the options you changed above and
make sure that the power settings are
set to their normal settings again.
You may notice more accurate
battery use. Of course if you battery is
over 3 or 4 years old, it may simply be
worn out and in need of replacement.
But if this calibration helps, it’s worth
the effort of trying. That’s all my time
for now. If you’d like to download this
article or previous ones, you can do so
at www.RonnieBravo.com and click on
“articles”. See you again next week...
until then, remember only safe Internet!

Ronnie Bravo
Can be found at CANMEX Computers.
www.RonnieBravo.com Sales, Repairs, Data
Recovery, Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware upgrades,
Graphic Design, House-calls available. Cellular 044322-157-0688 or just email to Canmex@Gmail.com

Stan Gabruk

You can really tell high season
is coming on with all the people
walking around downtown and
Marina Vallarta. Weather is better
every day and the fishing, in a word,
is “Great”. Dorado are pretty much
everywhere, as are Sailfish and
Yellowfin Tuna (which are in and
out), Marlin are some work, but they
always are. Water temperatures are
perfect, blue water, the seasonal
rains have all but stopped now as
Puerto Vallarta once again returns to
High Season. For those in PV at the
moment, you are in the perfect place,
at the perfect time to boat a “Finned
Fantasy”!
Corbeteña this week is still
alive and working well. Strangely
enough, The Rock has been firing
on all cylinders. Black Marlin are
still between 400 and 700 lbs., Blue
Marlin at around 500 lbs. Sailfish are
tournament winning size, Dorado can
be a little on the small side at times
but can be up to 40 plus pounds.
Yellowfin Tuna have been moving
between 40 and 150 lbs., or there
could be nothing! Most of the best
action is north of The Rock, but like
always, fish move so don’t be afraid
to move around a little. With blue
water, plenty of bait in the form of
Skip Jack Tuna, Flying fish, Goggle
Eyes, and the list goes on. For now,
this is probably your best bang for
your fishing dollar if looking for
Marlin and Tuna, good luck! El
Banco, just 25 miles north, has seen
few boats visiting. A few hit the area
during last week’s tournament, but
Corbeteña came out winner.

The area around Punta Mita to
El Moro is a mixed bag. For the
most part it’s all about Dorado and
Sailfish, naturally. For those north
of Punta Mita on a heading of 300,
ten to fifteen miles out you’ve got
a good shot at Blue Marlin at 500
lbs. for the lucky. We’ve seen some
Rooster fish moving in, but nothing
you can count on, Destiladeras and
Punta Negra are the two best places
to hit for Rooster fish. Naturally,
there are Bonito to 20 lbs., Skippies
to 7 lbs., around El Moro there have
been some decent pockets of Sailfish.
For those looking for great action
and affordable prices this is a great
area for a return on your fishing
investment. The trash line has left,
but the water is still a high visibility
blue with perfect temperatures.
Inside the bay is, as always, great.
Dorado around Los Arcos, Sailfish
as well. Even a small Blue Marlin
was boated in the Los Muertos
Tournament. Sierra Mackerel are
picking up in numbers, not large fish,
but fun to eat and catch, especially
for the younger anglers out there.
Yellowfin Tuna Footballs are always
a possibility around Yelapa and La
Cruz area. Jack Crevalle are in the
bay as well, not big numbers, but

(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

rather pockets. With plenty of bait in
the bay, it seems the fish to bait ratio
is perfect. Don’t be deceived by the
few words in this paragraph, inside
the bay on a four-hour trip right now
can produce some world class fishing.
In fact, some days your best action is
in the bay. So keep an open mind and
unless you need Tuna or Marlin, the
bay should be a consideration. We
have a great little Panga for 4 hrs. at
$275. USD, it’s a “Loss Leader” so
it’s not about us making money, but
rather giving people an affordable
option for budget limited folks and

families. It’s a great opportunity for
everyone so give us a call.
Water temperatures are still
hovering at 82 degrees which to me
is a bit cold, but the fish are digging
it. Blue water everywhere as the
seasonal rains have all but come to
a halt. Now normal rain can still
happen, so don’t be surprised if a few
rain drops find you. Bait is readily
available all around the area, Goggle
eyes, Flying fish, Skippies and more
are everywhere. Just remember at
times when there are tons of fish
and bait, dead bait can be the secret,
amigos. Lures are still working well.
Iguanas and blue and white colors
are great for the moment. The bite
is moving earlier, so be where you
want to be by 08:00 hrs. FYI there
has been a late bite about 3:00 p.m.
where Marlin, Sailfish etc. are taking
baits. Something to remember, the
late bite can be worth leaving later
in the day for. Now the bait guys
leave about 8 a.m. so make sure your
captain makes arrangements or you
could hit the bite with no bait!
Until next week, don´t forget to
kiss Your Fish!

Stan Gabruk
Web page: www.MasterBaiters.com.mx ,
Local Ph. at: (044) 322 779 7571 or our international
number is: 011 52 322 209-1128, 10 to 9 local time.

www.facebook.com/pages/Master-BaitersSportfishing-Tackle/88817121325
The trade name Master Baiter’s ® Sportfishing
and Tackle is protected under trade mark law
and is the sole property of Stan Gabruk.
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Appropriate thereto, Eric Schmidt,
of the Leu Gardens in Florida wrote
the following germane comments on
this group: “The genus Clerodendrum
contains approximately 400 different
species of shrubs and vines. Most of
these are native to subtropical and
tropical regions. Recently, the species
has gone under some taxonomic
changes. Clerodendrum formerly was
a member of the Verbenaceae Family
but now (many of them previously of
that group have) been placed into the
Lamiaceae Family making it related
to some common garden plants
such as lavender (Lavandula), mint
(Mentha), rosemary (Rosmarinus
officinalis), coleus (Solenostemon
scutellarioides) and sage (Salvia).
Many species of (these species) are
grown for their colorful or fragrant
flowers. The flowers are tubular
shaped and are produced in clusters
or panicles. Some also produce
colorful calyxes and fruit following
the flowers. Many of these are good
butterfly plants.”
Now as to a discussion on
the Clerodendrum x speciosum

Tommy Clarkson

(Clerodendrum x speciosum)
Family: Lamiaceae
Also known as: Clerodendrom Vine
(Before we go one word further, if you’ve read - and remember what
I wrote - about the Bleeding Heart (Clerodendrom thomsoniae) in
volume I of this series, you already know over 90% of what you
might wish about this guy. They are definitely close family. In fact,
when the blooms of the latter are in their later, purple-colored stage,
the bushes are all but indistinguishable, unless closely scrutinized!)
up to, potentially, twenty-five to
thirty feet (7.62 to 9.14 meters) and
it has dark green, glossy, oval leaves
that, in a healthy specimen reach five
to seven inches (12.7 to 17.78 cm) in
length. Its pride and joy – its flowers –
are displayed in clusters of bicolored

most frosts and freezes unscathed.
However, for such folks, there is
another option.
Accordingly, to the Missouri
Botanical Garden professionals,
“To grow (these bushes) indoors, a
winter rest is required. This can be

new growth emerges.
Because
flower buds are produced on current
season’s growth, pruning at this time
will encourage the production of
vigorous flowering shoots. Do not be
afraid to prune severely. Thin out old,
overcrowded shoots and any other
far-reaching growth to keep the vine
in bounds. After pruning, move the
plant to a warm, brightly lit location
or outdoors if temperatures have
warmed sufficiently. Water when the
soil surface feels dry.”
In that it does not sucker nor set
seeds, the Hybrid Glory Bower Vine
is non-invasive. A rapid grower, it
is a great choice for use on trellises,
arbors, archways or with tall fences.
If it had its absolute “druthers” it
would like to receive bright, daylong
shade or morning sun and afternoon
shade. It is pest and drought-tolerant
and - unlike a young trophy wife an
acquaintance foolishly acquired
during his “menopause” - needs
minimal maintenance. Though, that
said, I might encourage that before
establishing your Hybrid Glory
Bower Vine within your garden that
you enrich its new home site with
organic matter. I mingle in some
of our own compost and dried cow
manure. Post-planting, mulch around
- and a ways out from - the root
ball. Those that are kept mulched
throughout their lives rarely need
watering and, virtually never, need
plant food.

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_
Review-g150791-d5984161-Reviews-Ola_Brisa_
Gardens-Manzanillo_Pacific_Coast.html

specifically, what can we say? By
way of brief overview, we can call it
a full, shrubby, sun-loving, evergreen
vine. In discussion of its heredity we
would be correct in asserting that it
is a sterile hybrid of the Glory Tree
– some call it a Flaming Glorybower
(Clerodendrum
splendens)
and
Bleeding Heart (Clerodendrum
thomsoniae). In describing it we
would be accurate in stating that it is
a fairly rapid growing vine reaching
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blooms with a dull pink, through light
purple, to reddish calyx surrounding
a short tube of deep crimson, shaded
with violet.
Hardier than most Clerodendrums,
if grown further north (Read:
Gringolandia and points beyond),
when planted in partly shaded
locations that are shielded from harsh
chilling winds – though why any of
us would seek such a locale to live is
well beyond me -, it should survive

accomplished by moving the vine to
a cooler location away from any heat
source. A spot between 60 to 65 F
degrees (15.56 to 18.33℃) during
the day and 5 to 10 F degrees (-5 to
12.22℃) degrees; lower at night would
be ideal. Some leaf drop is a normal
response to entering winter dormancy.
During this period, water just enough
to keep the soil from drying out and
withhold fertilizer. In late winter or
early spring, prune the vine before

Tommy Clarkson
In Manzanillo, visit Ola Brisa Gardens, Tommy and
Patty’s verdant, multi-terraced tropical paradise
nestled on a hill overlooking the magnificent vista of
Santiago Bay. Leisurely meander its curved, paved
path, experiencing, first hand, a delicious array of
palms, plants and flowers from all over the world.
Or e-mail questions to him at olabrisa@gmail.com
For back issues of “Roots”, gardening tips, tropical
plant book or to schedule a tropical garden lunch,
please visit www.olabrisagardens.com

https://www.facebook.com/
olabrisagardens?ref=hl

Kathy Wienberg | Will Shortz |

New York Times

Solution on Page 34

The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each row,
column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they might
improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental decline
and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution on Page 34
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(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

3

17

17

18
(See location number on Central Map)

